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Abstract
This qualitative autoethnography explores how and why youth succeed and
struggle in their personal and academic lives, through the lens of my own successes and
struggles. Autoethnography as an analytical tool places value on the self-reflexive
process of understanding. By working through my own childhood experiences and
development as a person and a learner, I explore how my personal understanding of
trauma impacts my methods for teaching the survival-based students who I now mentor
as teacher.
This study provides educators, therapists, and caregivers with a deeper
understanding of trauma and resilience, from my personal experiences and professional
analysis and application. Readers can implement insights from this study to guide young
people towards an individual reflection of their experiences. This dissertation is a serious
attempt to discover directions for success with trauma and behavior issues in schools. The
different data sources and analysis techniques fit together to demonstrate how the
experiences of childhood transition into the outcomes of adulthood. Most importantly, by
shedding light on the intervention process, we can increase the odds for today’s
struggling young people.
This thesis travels chapter by chapter, alternating between memoir and analysis to
ultimately conclude that lagging executive function skills can be strengthened through
behavior intervention which will ultimately increase individual resilience.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Who succeeds and who fails? Why is it that some children thrive while other
children struggle? Could it be the amount of trauma and adversity a child is exposed to in
formative years? Is it cognitive ability? Perhaps positive adult relationships make the
difference. Maybe something profound lies deep within one’s personal character,
providing stronger resilience and inclination to push against life’s obstacles. What is the
equation for success? What skill and traits lead to success? How do those skills develop
in childhood? What type of interventions might help students to do better? What can be
done to steer a young individual away from failure and towards a bright and promising
future?
More than two-thirds of student referrals, suspensions, and detentions are
accumulated by a small number of students, especially in urban schools (Greene, 2008).
If these same students are continually disciplined for behavior infractions, then it is clear
that the current discipline approach is not working. Something must change. This
qualitative autoethnography explores how and why youth succeed and struggle, through
the lens of my own successes and struggles. In the following chapters, I write and analyze
the chapters of my own life in pursuit of what might work for other students. This study
functions as a means of advancing trauma-informed education through critical anecdotes,
an important effort for grounding the field in real cases and avoiding theoretical vacuums.
Autoethnography as an analytical tool places value on the self-reflexive nature of how
my personal understanding and experiences with trauma and teaching survival based
children impacts my understanding of my students. I will supplement this qualitative
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approach with complementary survey data, ACE scores, and resilience scores. These
more quantitative records complement the qualitative focus of this study, while also
demonstrating the results of an executive function intervention that I conducted with
elementary students.
This dissertation is a serious attempt to discover directions for success with
trauma and behavior issues in schools. The overall data and analysis creates a portrait of
how the experiences of childhood transition into the outcomes of adulthood. Most
importantly, by shedding light on the intervention process, we can increase the odds for
today’s struggling young people.
This study offers a deeper understanding of trauma and resilience to educators,
therapists, and caregivers, based on my personal experiences and professional analysis
and application. These readers can implement insights from this study to guide young
people towards an individual reflection of their experiences. I also hope to inspire other
people to engage in their own autoethnography analysis. There is a healing which occurs
when we are brave enough to closely examine our past in search for meaning.
In the second chapter, following this one, I lay out the groundwork for looking at
trauma, indicative behavior, skill development, and increased resilience through
reviewing important terms and concepts from research and theory on resilience, executive
function and behavior interventions. In the third chapter, I switch to memoir narrative in
order to delve into my earliest memories of the traumas and adverse experiences
encountered as a young child. In the fourth chapter, I turn to analyzing the previous
chapter’s experiences through approaches focusing explicitly on adverse experiences and
development. In the fifth chapter I revisit the adolescent years of my life as memoir.
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Chapter Six will analyze the behavior symptoms of the previous chapter by examining
my behaviors through the lens of executive function. In Chapter Seven I narrate
memories from my later teenage years. Chapter Eight features analysis of those
experiences from a perspective of resilience. Finally, in Chapter Nine, I apply my
learning by tying adverse childhood experiences, executive function, and resilience
together through brief reflection of my experience as an educator working with struggling
students. Through details of the intervention that I developed and implemented, I
highlight the importance of designing individual interventions that encompass
experiential personal reflection and skill development in an effort to increase long-term
resilience.
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Chapter 2: Definition of Terms and Methodology
This chapter introduces and defines the various terms and basic behavioral
intervention methods used to reach K-12 students who suffer from the effects of Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACEs), and then describes my methodology for this study. In
this first section, I cover how trauma affects students in traditional education programs,
and then explore definitions of resilience, executive function and behavior interventions.
Unlike a traditional literature review, which presents the body of literature up front, my
review of literature will be dispersed throughout the analysis chapters in this dissertation
as it becomes necessary to interpret the memoir through autoethnographic reflection.
In this chapter and beyond, I refer to research across various fields of science
from brain development to trauma experts. Each source was chosen based on how it
resonates with my memoir. Simply put, this science feels right to me and my experiences,
though I cannot guarantee that the generalizations will transfer to others. As an
authoethnographer, my goal is a deeper understanding of my own case rather than a
transferable diagnosis.
There is a growing understanding of the relationships between toxic stress, brain
development, health, learning, and behavior in the early years (Masten A. S., 2012).
Trauma and adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are correlated with a lack of brain
development, as shown by studies such as Masten’s (2012) and Shonkoff’s (2012).
Specifically, this research points to an effect on the prefrontal cortex, or the area of the
brain that directs executive functions and self-regulation. When a student who has been
exposed to high levels of trauma is expected to perform normally, they are less able to do
so because their brain has developed differently due to these early experiences. This
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results in extreme classroom behaviors such as withdrawal and defiance (Massachusetts
Advocates for Children, 2005). The term for students who have undergone these
experiences and suffered this level of toxic stress is “survival mode” (Shonkoff J. &.,
2012).
Due to the connection between toxic stress, brain development, health, learning,
and behavior, the sorts of interventions that reduce adversity can also strengthen physical
and mental health (Greenberg, 2006). Attempting to improve one area without the others
may not work well. Classroom teachers, then, should design behavior interventions which
take all of these factors into account when attempting to increase a survival mode
student’s level of resilience and reduce the explosive behaviors the student exhibits in the
classroom. Teachers and intervention designers must first develop an understanding of
trauma, resilience, and executive function, as defined below.
Trauma
It is important to note that trauma is not the event itself, but rather the response to
a stressful experience, causing a person’s ability to cope to be dramatically undermined.
Lenore Terr defines childhood trauma as the impact of external forces that “render the
young person temporarily helpless and break past ordinary coping and defensive
operation. This includes not only those conditions marked by intense surprise but also
those marked by prolonged and sickening anticipation (Terr, 1991, p. 11). Herman
concurs by stating traumatic events “overwhelm the ordinary human adaptations to
life…They confront human beings with the extremities of helplessness and terror
(Herman, 1997, p. 33). Every traumatic experience is different, and the range is broad,
including, neglect, abuse, abandonment, and devastating loss. Each child’s experience is
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unique depending on their individual coping skills, resources and the context in which the
stress occurs.
Resilience
Resilience refers to the capability of students to do well in spite of high level of
adverse childhood experiences (ACEs). Resilience is often linked to discussions on
change, transition, disaster and adversity. Resilience is how we view the human
organism’s ability to adapt. This stress-resistant personal quality permits one to thrive in
spite of adversity (Ahern, Ark, & Byers, 2008). Although there is controversy among
scholars as to whether resilience is a characteristic, a process, or an outcome, the
construct has been characterized by many researchers as a dynamic process among
factors that may mediate between an individual, his or her environment, and an outcome
(Ahern, Ark, & Byers, 2008).
Developmental resilience studies provide a valuable perspective on the growthenhancing impact of protective factors and the strengths-based variables that might work
against risk (Malekoff, 2004). Bandura’s (1994) body of work stresses that cooperative
learning strategies have the dual outcome of improving both self-efficacy and academic
achievement. Encouraging students to be diligent in forethought develops their selfregulation and self-reflectiveness about their capabilities, quality of functioning, and the
meaning and purpose of their life pursuits. Therefore, while resilience may not be a
teachable skill, other related skills such as metacognition, self- regulation, self-efficacy,
and self-reflectiveness can be improved and therefore contribute to a higher level of
resilience in an individual. These are all executive function skills.
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Executive Function
Executive function, the part of the brain damaged by trauma, has several
components. Self-reflectiveness, a key component of resilience, is closely related to
metacognition, which falls under the bracket of executive function. The term
metacognition was introduced by Flavell (1976) to refer to 'the individual's own
awareness and consideration of his or her cognitive processes and strategies’. It refers to
that uniquely human capacity of people to be self-reflexive, to think about their own
thinking and knowing. Metacognition is crucial to helping children understand on a
conscious level, and gain mastery and control over their learning. This learning hinges on
negotiations of meaning with others through dialogue and conversations. While these
conversations can exist internally, they are much more effective in pairs or small groups
where multiple perspectives and interpretations can be explored (Fisher, 1998). This
reflective process is lacking in students who exhibit severe behavior problems in school.
In addition to self-reflection, children need the ability to process boundaries
among community systems in each individual child’s life. Students who are lacking
metacognitive skills also struggle to negotiate the grey areas within boundaries.
Bronfenbrenner identified levels of systems in community in his ecology of human
development, a “nested arrangement of concentric structures, each contained within the
next” (1979). The model displays the level of interactions between the following systems:
individual, family, school, peer, church, neighborhood (mesosystem), then even further
outward into the (exosystem) government, media, industry, etc (see figure 2.1).
Strengthening metacognitive skills promotes a student’s ability to reflect on
appropriateness of interactions across boundary systems.
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Figure 2.1. Bronfrenbrenner's Ecology of Human Development Model, Fostering Adoption Research in Practice,
Retrieved April 26, 2016, from http://fosteringandadoption.rip.org.uk/topics/child-development/

Behavioral Interventions
Survival-based students are likely to exhibit explosive behaviors in the classroom
and require specific behavior interventions in attempt to correct the behavior. In his
model for collaborative problem solving, Greene (2008) declared, “Kids do well, if they
can” (p. 162). His article claims that behavior challenges result in students who lack the
skills to act appropriately and achieve in school. Greene described his philosophy that
students who act out require caring adults who will help them determine the lagging skills
they must develop to become strong achievers, rather than traditional discipline. This is
crucial to urban education where referral rates are much higher than in suburban or rural
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areas and traditional discipline plans are demonstrating failure. If the traditional form of
school discipline was working, survival mode students wouldn’t be losing valuable
learning opportunities while receiving punishments. Therefore, the first step to reestablishing urban education is to seek alternatives to school discipline and classroom
management.
In addition, the discipline problems so common among urban children are directly
correlated to the generations of oppression resulting in minority families being exposed to
higher levels of trauma, stress, and abuse. Children have an increased likelihood of acting
out in explosive ways in school when escalated by power struggles instigated by tradition
discipline approaches, such as authoritarian practices, in which the authority is always
correct and there is little room for discussion and reflection surrounding the unwanted
behavior. Student behaviors are explosive because students often feel powerless and
subordinate to the teachers and the traditional classroom management approach is that
students must be controlled and forced to learn.
However, these students are acting out because certain basic needs are not being
met. In The Classroom of Choice, Erwin writes that Glasser’s Lead Management Theory
moves away from the notion that students must be manipulated, controlled, and forced to
learn. Instead, he draws on Maslow’s Hierarchy, examination of basic needs, persuasion
and problem solving as the central components of this theory (Erwin, 2004). Both
Glasser and Greene agree students are competent young people who are responsible for
their own education, and the teacher should really be a facilitator who shares the power
with the students by including them in decisions as to how the structure of their learning
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environment should be set up, with the teacher inviting student input on every facet of the
course.
Research Goals and Questions
Students who have experienced high level of ACEs demonstrate a deficit in
executive function and self-regulation. Therefore, when asked to do classroom activities
which require these skills, they simply cannot, because their brains are not wired to do so.
As teachers it is nearly impossible for us to reduce the level of toxic stress that students
face at home. However, we can promote executive function and self-regulation in the
classroom through interventions that focus on addressing student needs through not
continuing a cycle of trauma but rather giving metacognative support and power to
students. The rest of this study will delve deeper into the methods and theories of
executive function and self-regulation in action, and how I, and my students, have
mastered them and taken control of our futures. I will seek to answer the following
research questions:
How can I, as a teacher and as a student who has experienced adverse traumatic
experiences, understand and improve student behavior, executive function, and
resilience?
o How do my experiences as teacher and student impact my understanding
of students with behavior problems?
o How did I become a resilient learner and how does that affect how I
interact with students as a teacher?
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o Can negative classroom behaviors be decreased through an intervention
intended to improve the executive function in students?
o How do interventions influence student learning in a classroom setting?
How did the impact of the adverse experiences I encountered relate to the
explosive behaviors I exhibited?
Methodology
I choose to answer these questions through autoethnography. Autoethnography is
the study of one’s own culture and oneself as a part of that culture in many variations
(Patton, 2002). This study in particular addresses elementary classroom culture and the
childhood trauma that influences it. As an autoethnographic researcher I will be studying
myself and the culture of my own students—specifically those who have high adverse
experiences and find learning difficult and act out in the classroom. Their culture is my
own, as I too experienced high levels of trauma and acted out in school. I am examining
the student culture of trauma and adverse experiences through my identities as a
researcher, as teacher of these students, and as a previous student with my own memories
of childhood trauma and classroom behavior problems. Ultimately, I am an educator in
search of solutions in my classroom environment. Therefore, at this level of exploratory
research it is beneficial to examine my own experiences alongside my role working with
students who have experienced trauma and share those experiences so as to give critical
insight to other classroom teachers.
Within educational research, there is a growing trend and appreciation for studies
that encompass the researcher’s voice throughout the process. These narratives are
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becoming prominent evaluative material. Autoethnography unites these trends in which
the author and the subject are interchangeable; the result is an imaginative and insightful
published work (Muncey, 2010, pp. xii-xiii). Authoethnographic narratives take the form
of both “telling” and “showing.” Telling analytically explores issues which underpin the
approach; showing uses examples from the narrative to evoke the reader to engage in
their own imaginative relationship with the text (Muncey, 2010, p. xiii).
Autoethnography is “an autobiographical genre of writing research that displays
multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural” (Ellis &
Bochner, 2000, p. 739). To delve deeper into the idea of multiple layers, Reed-Danahay
suggest another definition, “an ethnography includes the researcher’s vulnerable self,
emotions, body and spirit and produces evocative stories that create the effect of reality
and seeks fusion between social science and literature” (Reed-Danahay, 1997). Muncey
stresses the importance of considering the kind of filter that the researcher will utilize to
separate personal experience from the subject of study. It is impossible to separate the
impact of personal experience, and therefore is essential to accept oneself as the focus of
the study. Authoethnography is a research that privileges the individual by “attempting to
portray an individual experience in a way that evokes the imagination of the reader”
(Muncey, 2010, p. 2).
According to Wolcott, Ethnography is a branch of qualitative research which
relies on “Participant Observation Strategies” (Wolcott, 2001, p. 90). The
autoethnographer rests on this branch as not only are they a participant in the social
context of their experience, but they are also an observer of their own story and its social
location (Muncey, 2010, p. 2). Most autoethnographers at first do not intend to use
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autoethnography as a method, but later resort to it as a way of communicating complex
feelings and experiences which cannot simply be shared in conventional ways.
Phenomenology closely resonates as it carries a similar purpose of portraying a “lived
experience.” Phenomenologists infer that life is separated by everyday life and
provinences of meaning, where we reflect on everyday life. In other words, the difference
between the meaning of life, and finding meaning in life. Authoethnography goes deeper
as the researcher must recognize there is no distinction between conducting research and
living life when the authoethnographer is both the researcher and the researched
(Muncey, 2010).
In order to be understood as an individual it is important to consider selfreflexivity. This sense of self is comprised of biology, social context, and consciousness.
An important part of self contained in the private thoughts, feelings, and perceptions that
are communicated only when chosen. Reflexive self-awareness is integral to being
human. Concerns about self-reflexive research most often regard the blurred relationships
between the researchers and researched, which could pose an issue in terms of reliability
and validity (Borbasi, 1994). However, this capacity of self-reflexiveness awards the
opportunity to see the self in our experiences, and the self as others view us. Different
perspectives emerge as we consider our personal world as if it were someone else’s, and
someone else’s personal world as our own. This provides the capacity for empathy and
openness (Muncey, 2010). To really understand oneself, we must consider how others
view us. According to Mead, the sense of self transforms our relation to the world and
awards us unique character. In viewing our self as an object, we can perceive others and
interact with ourselves, which yield influence on the world (Mead, 1934). This promotes
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the self to become a reflexive process. Romanyshyn (1982) extends this idea that
consciousness in not experienced in our heads, rather is constructed by reflections of
thoughts, feelings through the people and things who make up our world.
Muncey points out the need to consider the subjective awareness which provides a
framework for viewing the characteristics of the personal world constructed by the
researcher. When personal world is combined with bodily experiences, it makes our
experiences seem vulnerable and transparent. This explains why individuals prefer to
internalize rather than outwardly communicate perceptions. This sheds light on the
suppression of traumatic memories. While writing this early chapter, I fully anticipate
reliving my own trauma as I portray the story in authentic detail. However, I seek the
value in searching for meaning and coherence in my life in order to offer direction for
others. My readers can begin to understand when they can imagine themselves in my
world.
I believe that using an autoethnographic lens will help to broaden and deepen
ongoing conversations pertaining to educating students who have faced trauma because I
provide both sides: my role as a student, and then as a teacher. Tami Spry (2001) suggests
that human experience is messy and chaotic and what divides autoethnography from
typical autobiographies is the researcher’s intent to subvert a dominant discourse. It
therefore becomes “a self narrative that critiques the situations of self with others in
social contexts” (Spry, p. 710).
However, I recognize the limitations of this very personal and qualitative method.
Therefore I triangulate these personal reflections with document analysis of self ACE and
ALSUP scores, as well as support the theories presented with reflections of my
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professional experience teaching and administering an intervention in an urban
elementary school in Minnesota. During this behavior intervention for my students, I
intended to target the deficit in executive function, problem solving skills, and self
regulation. I anticipate that this combination of autoethnography and document analysis
will allow me to reflect on which elements used in this behavior intervention were the
most effective, while incorporating a constant self-reflexive conversation of my own
experiences working with the students as their teacher and living with my experiences as
a survival-based student.
This methodology’s strengths and weaknesses both draw from the fact that the
heart of authoethnography is my personal interpretation as a researcher, teacher, and past
student. This places a heavy emphasis on myself as the researcher, the process of my own
inquiry, and in my ability to find and interpret meaning (Reda, 2007). This research will
be analyzed through the lens of my experience; therefore it is crucial that I draw on the
document analysis, and ACE (see Figure 2.2) and ALSUP (see Figure 2.3) scores to
ground my autoethnography in experiences beyond my own. Nonetheless, overall the
ability to accurately read the culture and recognize patterns all rides on my shoulders.
Data Collection and Analysis
Due to the autoethnographic approach, my primary source of data is my own
childhood. Data collection will take the form of recollection through memoir. As a
former kid in the juvenile system, I overcame a difficult childhood, encountering many
adverse experiences. In this study I will reflect on my experiences, both as a survival
based youth who was able to overcome adversity, and, as professional educating students
who are facing similar difficulties. As an educator in both formal and non-formal settings
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over the past fifteen years, I have much professional experience to draw upon. I will then
analyze these experiences through a self-reflexive lens, using codes from existing
research to organize and interpret my memoir chapters.
In the conclusion, I will add reflections from my teaching career, specifically;
from the twenty-five week behavior intervention program I implemented in effort to
apply the ideas and theories of this research. Through combining my childhood and
professional experience with the literature and my doctorate coursework, I developed this
behavior intervention to administer to my students.
Students participating in the behavior intervention needed to be in fourth or fifth
grades and not receiving special services (IEP). Specific students were then identified by
means of the prior year School Wide Information System (SWIS) data indicating referrals
and suspensions, classroom observation, and recommendation of classroom teachers.
After students were identified as candidates for behavior intervention, parent permission
slips were sent home.
Participants were screened for their Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
score to determine the level of trauma a student has faced as well as weigh in on risk
factors and protective factors in their lives. I am greatly intrigued by the recent research
which relies on ACE score as a predictor of how a young person may thrive or struggle,
specifically in learning settings. The ACE Study is taking a place on the forefront as more
organizations are paying closer attention to the effects of childhood trauma. The National
Child Traumatic Stress Network (NCTSN) survey reported that interpersonal
victimization in the family home was the most prevalent form of childhood trauma being
treated by mental health professionals (Spinazzola, et al., 2005). In June of 2005, the
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Massachusetts Department of Education reported data collected from informal surveys of
450 students who were enrolled in alternative education programs. The report declared
that 90 percent of the students reported histories of trauma exposure, with the majority
reporting exposure to more than one type of trauma. Of the sample, 41% reported family
violence; 46% reported physical, emotional, or sexual abuse; 39% reported neglect; and
16% were living in foster care or out of the home placements (Burns, 2005). In review of
studies on the overlap between domestic violence and child maltreatment, Eldeson (1999)
found that where one form of family violence (neglect, violence, abuse) occurs, another
form will also occur in 30-60% of cases. It has also been concluded that familial
alcoholism occurs mostly commonly with family violence (Ritter, Stewart, Bernet, &
Coe, 2002). In later chapters, I will go into further detail and apply ACE scoring to my
own life.
Following ACE scoring, I had classroom teachers complete the Assessment of
Lagging Skills and Unsolved Problems (ALSUP) survey (see Figure 2.3) to identify
lagging skills and unsolved problems. Then students worked with me to choose three
main goals by identifying the three most immediate areas of concern on the ALSUP. This
information became the Plan Flowchart, a design to help keep track of the unsolved
problems currently being worked on. The flowchart was then shared with the parent and
classroom teachers to ensure a collaborative approach.
Overview of the Goal Setting process and Specific Measureable Achievement
while Relevant and Timebound (SMART) goals were covered with the students. Students
set additional life goals for 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years in order to frame the three
behavioral goals as steps toward long-term goals. In addition, we began working on daily
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and weekly goals as steps towards our three behavioral goals. Each student journaled
daily and weekly goals relative to their three main goals and complete bi-weekly
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Figure 2.1. Adverse Childhood Experiences 10 Question Screening Tool, Adolescent Provider Toolkit, retrieved from
http://acestoohigh.com/got-your-ace-score/. Copyright 2013 By Adolescent Health Working Group
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Figure 2.3. Assessment of Lagging Skills and Unresolved Problems,
Center for Collaborative Problem Solving, Copyright 2008
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check-ins and reflections. Classroom teachers signed daily indicating whether the goal
was met. Rewards were available for students who met weekly goals. Journals also
included daily notes between the student and teachers in response and reflection to daily
occurrences.
Bi-weekly small group sessions focused on student’s goal process, choices,
suggestions for success, and skills for improvement and “Coping Power” strategies. The
Coping Power Program is a preventive intervention delivered to at-risk children in the
late elementary school and early middle school years. Coping Power is based on an
empirical model of risk factors for substance use and delinquency and addresses key
factors including: social competence, self-regulation, and positive parental involvement
(Lochman, Wells, & Lenhart, 2006).
Comparing students’ quantitative and qualitative intervention data through an
autoethnographic lens encompassing my personal reflections of my childhood and
professional experience should ultimately uncover strategies for increasing resilience in
survival based students. The study overall sheds light on the relationship between
behavior interventions targeting improvement of executive function skills and increased
level of resilience. In advance of data collection, I anticipated highs and lows in the
students’ classroom behaviors throughout the intervention with explosive behaviors
tapering off towards the end. Evidence of such highs and lows were to be recorded in
students’ daily goal/point sheets, and journal comments from classroom teachers. I also
expected to see more developed and deeper reflective individual journaling from
students. Executive function skills were to also indicate growth from the beginning to the
end of the intervention on the Assessment of Lagging Skills and Unsolved Problems
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(ALSUP) Lickert scale. Finally, the results from this intervention were expected to
confirm both the results from my personal experience and the literature on resilience.
In Chapter 9, I conclude with my reflections of this intervention. I present the
perspective of my experience as a teacher and individual and how I perceived it working
for my students. My analysis involved identifying common themes between my own life
experiences and my impression of the intervention’s effectiveness with my students.
Conclusion
Researchers like Masten (2012) point out the need for further investigation in this
area to address the needs of improving student learning and resilience in the classroom.
Using autoethnography to examine this culture provides an in-depth reflection of a
classroom teacher’s account of an applied behavior intervention which can be reflected
on by other teachers, among other applications.
While this dissertation is a great place to begin in understanding this
phenomenon, there are several limitations. First, the small sample size makes
generalization to a larger population challenging. Also, this is my perception of data and
through an autoethnographic lens, therefore there it is my experiences and relies heavily
on my interpretation. Despite the limitations, this remains an exploratory contribution to
the body of writing on resilience and education that will pave the way for future work in
this field.
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Chapter 3: Learning Lessons in Adversity
From my earliest memories, I can remember my parents had huge arguments. I
learned what it meant to walk on eggshells pretty much the day after I learned how to
walk. Even as a little girl, I could feel tension between my parents. Things would be calm
and then they would erupt into a blowout. Their voices would rise, bad words would fly,
and I learned that was my cue to run and hide. I slipped under the nearest bed or hid deep
in a closet while my parents fought violently inside our trailer house. Were they mad at
me? Was I in trouble? I never really knew, but I didn’t emerge until I no longer heard
them arguing.
I remember one time when our house literally looked like a tornado had gone
through. Broken pieces and debris cluttered the floor, shredded pictures lined the trash
can, and the cupboard had a hole the size of a fist. It was hard to know what was
happening, but I remember the sick feeling in my stomach, the fear that somehow this
mess was my fault. As far back as I can remember there were events in life that scared
me.
My dad was a farmer, so he had a flexible, yet busy, work schedule. From the
moment I was potty trained, I had daddy daycare while Mom went to work as a
seamstress at a garment factory. My parents established our home on my grandparents’
farm. Between Dad, Grandma, and Grandpa there was always someone to look after me.
Unless, of course, they each assumed someone else was keeping an eye on me. In that
case, I spent many days wandering around the farm playing with the animals and
questioning the sheer miracle of nature as I watched the crops grow taller than me,
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witnessed the animals giving birth, and snatched the delicious vegetables growing in
Grandma’s extravagant garden.
“Bon, let’s go to town!” I heard Dad yelling for me, his strong voice carrying over
the farm. I went running, knowing we were leaving for another adventure. I never knew
where we were headed, but my dad took me just about everywhere he went. When I
reached his old Chevy truck, Dad would reach down, scoop me up, and toss me in the
driver’s side. I crawled over to the other side. Some days we went to the John Deere store
to get parts for the tractor. Some days it was to the welding store, farm supply store, feed
store, or an auction. It didn’t matter. I loved hanging out with my dad. I knew every trip
to town meant running errands and the usual stop at Dairy Queen before heading back to
the farm so Dad could get back to his field work.
I helped in the field, too. On each tractor, I had my designated spot. On some
tractors, I had a little seat next to Dad. On the older tractors without a cab, Dad poked my
little legs under the armrest so that I sat backward in the seat while he sat forward. For
hours I rode with Dad on the tractor watching my little feet dangling, feeling the wind
blow through my sun-bleached blonde hair, and counting the rows behind us. In the
afternoon, Dad took his coat and placed it on the tractor floor. I lay down for my nap
right there under Dad’s feet. It was amazing fun for a little girl nearly three years old. I
always had a dark farmer’s tan on my arms from being out in the hot sun all summer. I
was a farm girl. Life to me was pleasant and peaceful for the most part, with the
exception of my parents’ frequent violent outrages.
When my dad wasn’t busy with farm chores, he and my uncle worked on my
dad’s race car. Saturday nights were race nights for my family. Dad loaded up the car,
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Grandma popped popcorn for us to sneak in, and we headed across the road to the local
racetrack. It was super loud and the wind blew the dirt from the track in my face, but I
loved watching my dad race. My dad could have been famous for as much of a hero he
was to me.
Once in a while, my “friends” came over to play during the day. For hours when
my dad was gone out in the field, the three girls and I let our imaginations run wild,
dreaming up a whole new world. Then one day the games started to change. We started
playing games like house and doctor—games that made me feel really silly and weird
inside. When we played house, each family member took turns humping each other. If
you didn’t know how, you could practice on a pillow or blanket.
In order to see the doctor, you had to take your pants off. The doctor would come
in and “clean” your private parts. The doctor used parts cleaner: a gasoline and mineral
spirits solution mechanics use to clean car parts. It burned a little when the doctor
splashed it on and rubbed it inside me. It burned between my legs. Then the doctor would
wipe it around with the dirty rag. Finally the doctor would start to lick the cleaned area.
“Do you want to be a doctor when you grow up, Bonnie?”
“They make a lot of money!”
“Here! You try. Let’s see if you will make a good doctor!”
Each of us took turns being the doctor or the patient. It seemed really scary to me,
but I was only five years old and my friends several years older. I remember feeling icky,
really icky. Somehow this felt very wrong, but as a little girl I wasn’t quite sure. This
went on for an entire summer. Most days it was just one “friend” that wanted to play
these silly games, several days all three of us played. I never told anyone.
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My little brother was born in July. I started kindergarten that fall, and a month
later my mom told me we were moving to town. She gave me a big box and told me to
pack all my toys. I knew I would miss the farm, but I was really excited to have a new
house. It wasn’t until I unpacked my toys in my new room that I realized Dad wasn’t
moving with us.
Mom and Dad got divorced just after I started kindergarten. After spending
almost every day with my dad for nearly five years, it was really hard for me not seeing
him. My dad and I were buddies, and I was afraid I had done something wrong so I
couldn’t see him anymore.
I only saw my dad on weekends, and those weekends were scarce. When I did see
him, he usually picked up my brother and me on Friday night and dropped me off at the
church on Sunday morning for Sunday school. Mom picked me up after. I had been
attending Sunday school every Sunday since my mom enrolled me after I was potty
trained. After the divorce, she still insisted I go. My dad dropped me off at the church so I
could attend. Sunday school was okay, so I didn’t mind. But not being able to spend
Sunday with my dad made the weekend visits incredibly short.
While searching for a boyfriend, my mom went out on many dates, leaving my
brother and me home with babysitters. There was one babysitter whom I never really
liked much. Mostly because she taught me to play games that made me feel the same
silliness that I had felt just two years earlier. In these games, she would put things inside
of me. I told my mom about it this time, because I felt so icky. I was really scared to tell
my mom because I thought I would get in trouble. I had never told her about any of the
other times that I had played games that made me feel silly.
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I don’t remember my mom really saying much about it, but she asked me lots of
questions. Later that night I heard her talking to the babysitter’s mom about what I said.
That girl never came to baby-sit me and my brother again.
Within two years, my mom had a serious boyfriend who moved in with us. I
never really liked him much. He wasn’t my dad, and I missed my dad a lot. Mom’s
boyfriend was usually crabby, and I always felt scared around him. Whenever he got
angry, he would spank me a lot—harder and longer than my dad had ever spanked me.
The worst of all, he drank a lot. There was rarely a time when we didn’t have a bottle of
Bacardi or case of Diet Coke in our house. I can vividly remember the fridge being near
empty with the exception of the case of Diet Coke.
“We are on a tight budget,” mom would tell us.
“How tight is a budget that affords Diet Coke over food?” I would angrily mutter
under my breath.
One of the best gifts my dad ever gave me for Christmas was a bike. But it wasn’t
just any bike. It was a mountain bike. This was long ago, when I was in second grade,
when mountain bikes were first introduced. None of my friends had ever seen a bike like
this, with wide tires and straight handlebars. Until the new mountain style, ten-speeds
were somewhat dainty with thin tires and curvy handle bars. With the newest bike in
town, I was sure to be the coolest kid in school! The shiny new bike was my Christmas
gift from my dad. I could hardly wait to ride it. I would come home from school and ride
it around in the garage. I was waiting for the day the Minnesota winter would give way,
the snow would melt, and I could head out on my new bike.
Every time I saw my dad he would ask, “Have you been riding your new bike?”
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Sadly, I would answer, “No, Mom said I can’t ride it in the snow.”
“Well, I got the kind with the wide tires so you can ride it anytime, Bon,” Dad
explained.
I was never sure which parent I was supposed to listen to, Dad or Mom. Dad
seemed disappointed I wasn’t enjoying my new bike, but I lived with Mom. After all, my
mom had told me I couldn’t ride my bike on the streets when the roads were icy. So I
waited.
Finally a nice day came! As I was getting ready for school, brushing my hair,
putting on my clothes, I looked outside and saw the neighbor riding his bike to school.
“The roads must be okay to ride bikes, not too icy,” I thought to myself. “Today is
the day!”
I finished getting ready, grabbed my backpack, hopped on my bike, and headed
off to school. All of my classmates thought my new bike was the coolest. I was so proud.
I rode it home after school and put it back in its spot in the garage.
When Mom got home from work, one of the first things she asked me was, “Your
bike is wet. Why did you ride your bike in the snow?”
“Dad told me I could ride it, and I saw the neighbor ride his, so I thought it was
okay,” I responded. Mom didn’t really say much else about it.
Later that night, when the boyfriend got home, I got the usual spankings. He
always worked late, so he got home about 2:00 or 3:00 a.m. He always smelled bad, like
old booze, and dirt, and looked greasy. My bedroom door flew open, the light snapped
on, and his loud, quick footsteps approached my bed. He reached down, ripped the covers
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off me with so much force that my blankets landed on the floor across the room. He
grabbed me, threw me on my stomach, and started spanking me.
He kept spanking me over and over again, sometimes missing, hitting my back,
other times slapping my legs. It hurt so badly. I screamed and cried, waking my little
brother who shared the bedroom with me. He started crying. The boyfriend just kept
spanking me, so hard and for what felt like forever. I knew he was done when his loud,
quick footsteps returned to the door and he snapped off the light and slammed the door. I
lay in my bed, shaking and sore, sometimes nearly breathless. I got up and tip-toed over
to my little brother.
“Shh! Shh! It’s okay. Stop crying before we get in trouble! Shh! Shh!” I hugged
him, praying that he stopped crying so the boyfriend didn’t come back. Then I found my
blankets on the floor where they had landed, went back to bed, and quietly cried myself
to sleep.
Mostly I was never quite sure why I was getting the spankings, because the
boyfriend rarely ever said anything. He came in, spanked me, and left. Where was my
mom? Sleeping? Why wasn’t she spanking me? This time I was able to figure out that I
was in trouble for riding my bike to school in the snow, because the next day my bike
wasn’t in the garage. It had been carried down to the basement of our house. I knew I
wouldn’t be riding it for a long time. I told my dad how I had gotten in trouble for riding
my bike and he was really mad, but somehow it seemed that there was never anything my
dad could do. Didn’t he realize how bad things were at Mom’s house?
I always wondered why my mom rarely punished me. It was always the
boyfriend. If my mom got mad at me, she grabbed my arm and pinched it, slapped me, or
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pulled my hair. One time, when I stole a little toy car from one of my classmates, his
mom called our house. I lied because I was so scared of getting the spankings. I tried to
run in the other room, but my mom chased after me, knocked me down, sat on top of me,
and started hitting me, whipping me back and forth until my shirt ripped.
“You’re a terrible, rotten, bad kid,” she yelled. Late that night, I got more
spankings from the boyfriend.
I grew to really resent him. Why did this guy who wasn’t my dad keep spanking
me? On the top of our entertainment center where nearly two dozen trophies that the
boyfriend had earned from wrestling in High school. When my mom made me help clean
the house, I had to dust each of his dumb trophies. I wanted to throw them out the
window. Each trophy reminded me of his strength and how much it hurt to get the
spankings.
My brother, Bruce, was a little more than five years younger than me. For
whatever reason, it took him forever to be potty trained. One night when he was four
years old, he got the spankings. It started at bedtime. I was trying to help the little guy get
on his pajamas and nighttime diaper. He had outgrown his pajamas and they were a little
tight, so we were having trouble getting them on. He was tired, fussy, and whiny. I tried
to keep him quiet so we didn’t get in trouble, but it didn’t work.
Soon the boyfriend stumbled down the hallway and came in our room. He reeked
of stale booze and cigarettes. He grabbed my brother, just a little guy by his arm, and
started spanking him. Bruce was screaming and squirming. The boyfriend bounced him
back and forth from his bed to mine. I thought his little arm was going to come out of the
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socket. I wanted to stop it, but I was too scared of getting hit myself, so I stayed still on
my side of the room. My brother endured spanking after spanking.
Finally, for the first time ever, my mom came in our room during the spankings.
She yelled at her boyfriend, telling him, “That’s enough. You’re going to hurt him! Stop!
That’s enough!” Her boyfriend didn’t stop. The diaper I had just put on my little brother
was falling to shreds from all the hard spankings. Finally, it was over. My mom stayed
and tried to quiet down Bruce. Why didn’t she ever tell her boyfriend to stop when he was
spanking me? That was the question on my mind as I went to bed that night.
I always felt so scared. Scared of getting in trouble. Scared of being hit.
Eventually the spankings tapered off, but there were still the unpredictable times I got a
slap or thunk on the head, or the most dreaded hair yank. My Sunday school teacher had
told me to pray when I was scared. At night I said my prayers before bed. I asked God to
take the boyfriend away from us: “Please, God, let him die in a car accident on the way
home tonight so he can’t hurt us anymore.”
Every week in Sunday school, I learned more about God. I was so curious about
God. He sounded so amazing, but I wondered why he allowed such bad things to happen.
I learned that God answered prayers, but I wondered why he didn’t answer mine. I
believed God could make me strong and courageous, so why did I feel so scared?
Sometimes I went to school with bruises. When the teacher asked about them, I
lied, saying I fell. One day in third grade I was called into the principal’s office, where a
lady and a man were waiting for me with a camera. They told me they were from social
services and they heard about some bruises on my arms. They came to take pictures and
ask me some questions. I was so scared of getting in trouble if I told them the truth.
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“It’s okay, Bonnie. You can tell us, and we are going to make sure you are safe,”
they kept reassuring me. I told them about a few things going on at home, about the
spankings, and how I felt scared a lot. It was about that time that I started to see a
counselor and the spankings seemed to stop for awhile.
I hated going to see the counselor. He asked me the same questions over and over
again, “How does that make you feel? How do you feel about that?” I was crying!
Couldn’t he tell I was sad? My mom always complained about taking off of work to bring
me to see him. The only thing I liked about going there was the cool toys they had in the
waiting room that my brother and I played with while my mom took her turn talking with
the counselor.
I remember seeing several different counselors when I was growing up. There
were the ones Mom took me to see and counselors who came to the house. I also had a
big sister for Big Brothers/Big Sisters and a school social worker. The big sister and the
school social workers were my favorites. I liked talking to them and got excited for my
appointments, but the counselors were all just as boring. Of all that counseling, I’m not
sure any even helped. I don’t remember feeling any better. What a waste of good
playtime.
The spankings weren’t the only thing I dreaded. On occasion my mom and her
boyfriend got into huge fights. It reminded me of the fights Mom and Dad had, when I
got scared and ran to hide. I thought the tornados would be gone after my parents
divorced because my mom promised me no more fighting. The tornados still happened. I
remember coming out of my room to see things scattered everywhere. In my mom’s
room, the dresser was lying on its side and the legs were broke off. There was a big hole
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that had been punched into the wall. If I looked closely, I could find streaks of dried
blood.
“Are you okay?” I asked my mom.
“Yes, but he left,” she cried quietly.
“Good!” I thought. “God was protecting us!”
About a week later, the boyfriend and his garbage bags full of clothes came back.
The hole in the wall stayed there for a while. Soon there was another hole to match.
One particular morning, my mom had already left for work and took my brother
to daycare. The house was empty except for me and the boyfriend, who was still asleep.
As I was getting ready for school, brushing my hair and getting dressed, I remembered
that Mom had told me to call my dad before school. Sometimes my dad was hard to reach
and I had been leaving him several messages, so Mom had told me to try again that
morning.
After I made the call, I went back to my room and finished getting ready. The
boyfriend appeared in my doorway. My stomach turned hard as he started yelling at me
and I remembered thinking, “Please not the spankings!” He just stood there and yelled,
saying bad words. As his temper flared, he hit my bedroom door twice, leaving two large
hand-size holes. My mom put a poster on the door to cover the holes. Ironically, the
picture on the poster was an oversized heart that hid the violent memory behind. Twelve
years passed before that door got replaced.
Other than the fighting, the big thing that bothered me was when Mom and the
boyfriend had loud sexual encounters and forgot to shut the door. It was difficult for me
to have to hear that. It reminded me of the silly games I had been forced to play.
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Sometimes my brother woke and I tried to keep him quiet. He was an inquisitive toddler
at four years of age. I feared if he bothered them, we would both get the spankings.
Two of my favorite activities when I was young were 4-H and Adventure Club.
Adventure Club was a Wednesday night church program at the Baptist church in our
town. Nearly two-thirds of the elementary school children in our small town attended
every week. I had always gone to the Lutheran church for Sunday school, but this was
always the best part of my life. In Sunday school, we talked a lot about different Bible
stories and prayer and God. At Adventure Club, I started to learn about Jesus. We always
sang fun songs and the adults had a ton of energy to play with us and put on cheeky skits.
It made me so excited to learn about faith. One night when we were singing a song about
being a Christian, the song leader stopped the song and explained to us what it meant to
be a Christian. She told us that all you had to do was ask Jesus into your heart. I decided
that I wanted to do that, so I prayed quietly, “Jesus, please come into my heart.”
4-H was a ten-year journey. I joined 4-H when I was in third grade. The meetings
were slightly boring, but I loved taking projects to the county fair. Sewing was my best
project, although it caused many outrageous arguments between my mom and me. Mom
was an extreme perfectionist when it came to sewing, and she made me rip my seams out
when they were only slightly crooked. I hated picking out the seams. Even a few stitches
off and I had to rip them out. However, I learned to be very good at sewing.
Unfortunately, my sexuality was exposed prematurely. It was a combination of
the silly games and hearing Mom and the boyfriend when they had sex. Another time I
found the boyfriend’s box of magazines, all of them showing naked women. I thought
that must be what boys like to see. Always hoping to fit in at school, I snuck some of the
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magazines into my backpack and passed them out to a few of my third-grade classmates.
I fit in, that’s for sure—until the principal found out. That night I suffered the worst level
of spankings ever.
I’ll never forget the day I learned what suicide was. I was only in third grade.
Taking a shortcut to school one morning, I rounded the corner of my neighbors’ house,
reaching the point in the alley where I could see the backside of their house. It was then I
saw the body. The neighbor boy was in his early twenties, I was told. I knew him only
from the car he drove, the one he parked out front of his home, signifying his presence.
Nearly every morning I had walked past his car on the way to school.
At first, I wasn’t quite sure what I was seeing. I stood there peering across the
open yard, trying to decode what I was looking at. There he was, hanging from the deck
with what looked like a belt tied around his neck. I looked up and down several times
noticing his feet as they dangled. Below him was a small patio table toppled over on its
side. Why was he hanging there? Was he dead? What should I do? Do I call 9-1-1? Was
this an emergency? I will keep walking to school and tell a teacher.
I took a few more steps down the alley. I heard a car pull up in the front of the
house and heard two doors close. Two policemen walked around the side of the house. I
walked a little further, hoping they wouldn’t see me. I continued to watch from a distance
as they talked to each other. I couldn’t make out what they were saying. Soon they laid
out a big black bag. They worked together as they lowered the body to the ground. I
didn’t stay to see the rest. I knew I needed to get to school.
A few hours after class started our teacher talked to us about the death in our
small community. I was curious about suicide, which was the word the teacher used to
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describe the death. My mind raced with questions. Did it hurt to die like that? Why did he
do that? Was he sad? How could anyone be so sad that they would want to die? Will I
ever be that sad?
My third-grade teacher was the worst teacher in all my years of school.
Somewhere between me bringing the magazines to school and asking lots of questions
about the suicide, she seemed very irritated with me. Many times she would be very
harsh in the way she talked to me and most often gave me very stern looks. Obviously,
she thought I was a bad kid. Perhaps I was the most challenging student she ever had.
When the year was over, I was convinced my life could only get better.
Overall, third grade was one of the hardest years for me. I was exposed to so
many things at such an early age. To be exposed to porn and suicide brought on huge life
lessons that no third grader should ever learn so young. The following summer, my
mom’s stroke gave our family another challenge. I was forced to grow up fast. I never
knew what was coming next, but I began to accept that crazy things happened in my
house and that was just the way it was.
When summer came, I got to spend more time on the farm helping my dad. Bruce
and I usually spent all weekend with my dad since I didn’t go to Sunday school in the
summer. One special Saturday was an exception, because my mom and I were going to
see a play in town, The Wizard of Oz. It was the first play I would see, and I was really
excited to go out with my mom. I felt like a big girl. The plan was to help my dad on the
farm during the day and in the afternoon I was to shower and get ready so Mom could
pick me up. Bruce would stay with Dad. I helped Dad all day and when it was time, I
said, “I’m going to go shower, Dad, and get ready.”
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“That’s not necessary, Bon. Your mom is not coming,” my dad said.
I started to argue with my dad; obviously he didn’t understand that we had this
plan.
“Your mom is in the hospital. She won’t be coming,” he sternly repeated and
walked away.
WHAT? This can’t be right. No way. I ran to the house and called my mom’s
house. The phone rang and rang, but Mom never picked up. The whole time Bruce had
no idea what was going on. I tried to explain to him but he didn’t understand.
Two days later, Bruce and I were taken to my aunt and uncle’s house. It was then
I was told my mom was in the hospital because she had suffered a stroke. I wasn’t sure
what it meant, but we knew she was going to be there for a while. Bruce and I were
shuffled from one family member to the next for the next eight weeks while my mom
remained in the hospital.
Eventually, after my mom was released from intensive care, I was taken to visit
her. She had been airlifted to a bigger hospital in the Twin Cities area. I think most
family members were reluctant to let me see my mom in the hospital, for fear it was too
shocking for a young girl. The blood clot was in the right side of my mom’s brain, which
meant it paralyzed her left side. The doctors said her stroke was triggered from a
combination of smoking and being on birth control pills. My mom was gone for almost
the entire summer.
When the county fair came, my mom was still in the hospital. I was glad I had
already completed most of my 4-H projects for the fair. My aunt took me to the fair and I
met with each project judge. One by one, I showed my projects and expressed my
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excitement for the creations I had made. That summer my mind had been cluttered with
so many thoughts—everything I experienced in the past year, what my dad was doing,
when I could see him, and how I wished my mom could be there at the fair with me.
Somehow, amazingly, I pushed every fearful feeling deep down into a secret place and
allowed my mind to concentrate only on the details of my projects and focus my attention
on answering the challenging questions each judge proposed. I actually did surprisingly
well at the fair; for the first time I earned a purple ribbon for my sewing.
At the county fair that year I learned far more than the ability to show my
projects. It was then that I learned how to wear a mask. While I sat there talking to the
judges, everything about me looked good on the outside. I spoke clearly, explained
myself well, and smiled as they complimented my perfectly straight sewing. If they only
knew what I had gone through to accomplish such straight sewing. On the inside I was so
damaged. I missed my dad so much. I was unsure when my mom would be coming
home. I wore my mask well, hiding every hurt.
When Mom came home, things were twice as bad because now the left side of her
body was paralyzed. Mom had to use a cane to walk. Her speech was slow and slurred.
She couldn’t drive. And still to this day, she cannot use her left hand. Mom had to learn
how to do everything with one hand, making simple things like tying shoes or cutting
steak impossible. There were many things my mom didn’t know how to do with one
hand. I helped her with things like shaving her underarms, tying her shoes, making her
bed, and zipping her coat.
Recovering from a stroke sent my mom into severe depression. Her self-esteem
fell to an ultimate low. She took most of her stress out on me as the oldest, especially
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when I tried to help her take care of herself or with household tasks. She would yell and
scream at me. “You stupid f_ing brat, you can’t do anything right.” She would hit me
with one hand, or pull my hair.
The boyfriend cracked under the new stress. He left, which felt like a blessing,
except that as the oldest, I was now responsible for cleaning the house and taking care of
my brother. I also had to cook all the meals for the family. Because Mom couldn’t drive,
I sometimes had to get the groceries at the store in order to cook the meals. I was only ten
years old doing all that I could for my mom, my brother, and myself.
If that wasn’t enough, these new changes were hard on my mom’s self-esteem.
She took her frustrations out on me, yelling at me for everything. I can even remember
how she said once, “You are a bastard kid and it is your fault that my boyfriend left.” I
admit I had been glad when he finally left. He was an abusive alcoholic. But in my heart I
knew it was never my fault he left.
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Chapter 4: ACE and How We Understand Brain Development
My early memories in the previous chapter reveal how Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs) begin, and the quick impact that they have. In this chapter I draw on
research on ACEs to analyze those influences, including how childhood adversity and
trauma impact the body and physical alter the brain architecture. Finally, I will define and
briefly explore executive function as it relates to inhibitions of the prefrontal cortex and
apply this literature to the memoir data.
Nearly five years ago, in the midst of reading article after article for my doctorate
coursework, I came across what is commonly called the ACE Study: “Relationship of
Childhood Abuse and Household Dysfunction to Many of the Leading Causes of Death
in Adults” (Felitti, et al., 1998). The ACE Study was conducted through the Kaiser
Permanente and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the mid-late 1990s. It was
a turning point in my education. For once, research was clear and intriguing, directly
applied to my life, and made complete sense.
The ACE Study was conducted from 1995-1997 with more than 17,000
participants. The respondents predominantly represented the middle-upper class
demographic; 75 percent Caucasian; 75 percent had attended college; the average age
was 57 (Tough, 2012). This study is one of the largest investigations to examine the
correlation between childhood trauma and adult mental health and well being.
Participants were given complex physical exams, as well as in-depth questioning about
their childhood experiences. The results pinpointed ten major risk factors which lead to
later physical and mental illness in adult life.
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Of the 10 types of childhood trauma measured in the ACE Study, five are
personal: physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual abuse, physical neglect, and emotional
neglect. Five are related to other family members: a parent who’s an alcoholic, a mother
who’s a victim of domestic violence, a family member in jail, a family member
diagnosed with a mental illness, and the disappearance of a parent through divorce, death
or abandonment. Each type of trauma counts as one point. So a person who’s been
physically abused, with one alcoholic parent and a mother who was beaten up has an
ACE score of three.
There are, of course, many other types of childhood trauma — watching a sibling
being abused, losing a caregiver (grandmother, mother, grandfather, etc.), homelessness,
surviving and recovering from a severe accident, witnessing a father being abused by a
mother, witnessing a grandmother abusing a father, etc. The ACE Study included only
those 10 childhood traumas because those were mentioned as most common by a group
of about 300 Kaiser members; those traumas were also well studied individually in the
research literature. Similarly, the CDC-Kaiser Permanente Adverse Childhood
Experiences Study found that survivors of childhood trauma are up to 5,000% more
likely to attempt suicide, have eating disorders, or become IV drug users. (Felitti, et al.,
1998)
The previous chapter presents scenarios of adverse childhood experiences that
match up to the ACE 10 Question Screening Tool (Figure 2.2):
1. Emotional Abuse: “You’re a terrible, rotten, bad kid,” she yelled.
2. Physical Abuse: If my mom got mad at me, she grabbed my arm pinching it, slapped
me, or pulled my hair. One time, when I stole a little toy car from one of my classmates,
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his mom called our house. I lied because I was so scared of getting the spankings. I tried
to run in the other room, but my mom chased after me, knocked me down, sat on top of
me, and started hitting me, whipping me back and forth until my shirt ripped.
3. Sexual Abuse: We started playing games like house and doctor -- games that made me
feel really silly and weird inside.
4. Emotional Neglect: Somehow it seemed that there was never anything my dad could
do. Didn’t he realize how bad things were at Mom’s house?
5. Physical Neglect: I can vividly remember the fridge being near empty with the
exception of the case of Diet Coke.
6. Parents Divorced: Mom and Dad got divorced just after I started kindergarten.
7. Mother Treated Violently: I slipped under the nearest bed or hid deep in a closet while
my parents fought violently inside our trailer house.
8. Alcoholic in the Home: Soon the boyfriend stumbled down the hallway and came in
our room. He reeked of stale booze and cigarettes.
9. Chronically Depressed Household Member: Recovering from a stroke sent my mom
into severe depression. Her self-esteem fell to an ultimate low.
10. Imprisoned Household Member: Does not apply to my life.
I fall into the majority with exposure to more than one type of trauma. My life
example supports these findings, in that family violence occurred in my home, as well as
abuse, neglect, and familial alcoholism. Mom’s boyfriend clearly had a drinking problem.
The domestic violence between the boyfriend and my mom transferred into abuse and
neglect as my mom either took it out on me, or suffered from her own mental disparities
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to avoid being a neglectful parent. Overall, the situation was a domino effect, or perfect
storm of trauma in my life.
Based on the ACE screening tool, I experienced nine of the ten types of childhood
trauma for an ACE score of 9. An ACE score of 4 or higher is considered high risk.
Additionally, experiencing other types of toxic stress over months or years increases the
risk of health consequences. This certainly explains the numerous health issues I now
face as an adult. However, I am not as interested in the original purpose of the ACE
study, which was exclusively a predictor of health problems in adulthood.
While originally intended to predict factors in adult physical and mental health,
the ACE study is now considered a prominent factor in adolescent brain development
which ties closely to executive function. In their technical report, Shonkoff et al. (2012)
incorporate integrated knowledge from biological and social sciences to present an
ecobiodevelopmental (EBD) framework to “better understand the complex relationships
among adverse childhood circumstances, toxic stress, brain architecture, and poor
physical and mental health well into adulthood” (p. 233). This EBD framework draws on
report from the Center on Developing Child at Harvard University encouraging
consideration as to “how childhood adversity can lead to lifelong impairments in
learning, behavior, and both physical and mental health” (Shonkoff, Garner, & The
Committee on Psychosocial Aspects of the Child and Family Health, p. 233).
Scientists in fields such as neuroendocrinology, stress physiology, and epigenetics
are closely investigating how adversity, specifically stress, affects the developing brain.
To regulate stress, our bodies utilize the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The
HPA axis regulates how chemical signals transmit through the brain as our bodies react to
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stressful situations. When potential danger presents itself, the hypothalamus region of the
brain releases a chemical that triggers receptors in the pituitary gland. The pituitary gland
then releases signaling hormones that alert the adrenal glands. The adrenal glands
produce stress hormones which awaken defense responses such as elevated heart rate,
clammy skin, and fear and anxiety emotions. As an output, this results in high levels of
cortisol, norepinephrine, and adrenaline in the body. This figure below provides a visual
of the brain’s stress response process.

Figure 4.1 The Brain’s Stress Response Process, Frontiers in Psychiatry, retrieved from
ournal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fpsyt.2013.00080/. 2013 Copyright by Raabe and Sprengler

Neurotransmitters also trigger increased glucose levels, prompting inflammatory
proteins to race through the bloodstream (Tough, 2012). While these stress hormones are
protective and essential for survival, excessively high levels can be toxic. Similar to other
mammals, our stress response system is designed to react to brief acute stress. Mental
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stress overloads the HPA axis by requiring the body’s response system to run over long
periods of time rather than the brief emergencies it is designed to handle (Sapolsky,
1994).
In the early 1990s, neuroendocrinologist, Bruce McEwen defined the theory of
allostasis- the “wear and tear” on the body due to the stress management system being
overworked through prolonged stress. The body’s process of coping and responding to
stress, then eventually returning to homeostasis, is referred to as allostatic load, which is
responsible for the eventual breakdown of the of the bodies stress management system.
McEwen describes these destructive effects as observable. For example, elevated blood
pressure provides increased blood flow, aiding muscles and organs in response to
stressful situations (McEwen, Protection and Damage from Acute and Chronic Stress:
Allostasis and Allostatic Overload and Relevance to the Pathophysiology of Psychiatric
Disorders, 2004).

Figure 4.2 The Brain in Allostasis, American Pycological Society, retrieved from
http://physrev.physiology.org/content/87/3/873. 1998 Copyright, Massachusetts Medical Society
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The stress and adversity in my childhood must have been literally wreaking havoc
inside my brain. I can only imagine how often my HPA was triggered and running at top
speed for an excessive period of time. While physical evidence of stress from my
childhood like blood pressure are not available, I can assume from environmental
stressors, major life events, and instances of trauma/abuse that I would have experienced
this allostatic load and begun the gradual breakdown of my stress management systems.
The National Scientific Council on the Developing Child has distinguished three
levels of stress (figure 4.3) in children and adolescents: positive, tolerable, and toxic.
Each level is characterized by to intensity and duration of stress response. A positive
stress response is brief and moderate in magnitude. Positive stress is typically
accompanied by a caring and responsive adult available to aide in coping with the
stressor, resulting in a quick return to homeostasis. Positive stress, such as frustration, or
anxiety associated with a new situation, is considered normal and essential for growth
and development. Positive stress provides the body an opportunity to utilize the adaptive
stress response and is biologically designed.
Tolerable stress occurs with exposure to an experience with a greater magnitude of
adversity, such as death in the family, enduring a serious injury, or parental divorce.
When buffered by supportive relationships with caring adults, tolerable stress provides a
child the opportunity to learn to cope with stress. Prolonged or frequent activation of the
bodies stress response system without the buffering of supportive adult relationships is
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considered toxic stress. The ACEs above describe toxic stress (Felitti, et al., 1998).

Figure 4.3 Levels of Stress, Harvard Center on the Developing Child, retrieved from
http://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/toxic-stress/. April, 2016

Clearly, with an ACE score of 9, I was exposed to massive toxic stress. While one
of those events alone may have been tolerable stress, the various adverse experiences I
was experiencing as a child from physical abuse to parental neglect all compiled to create
a magnitude of stress far beyond tolerable. Even with secondary supportive adult
relationships, my body’s stress response could not return to homeostasis due to frequent
and prolonged toxic stress.
As the original ACE study indicates, stress is not only unhealthy in the short term.
The prolonged HPA response to ACEs disrupts brain circuitry during the developmental
years of childhood. The prefrontal cortex is most affected by stress. Evidence from both
animal and human studies show persistent elevated stress hormones disrupt the
developing brain structure and function. Abundant glucocorticoid receptors are found in
the amygdala, hippocampus, and prefrontal cortex (PFC). Stressful experiences have
proven to alter the size of these areas of the brain and result in difficulties in learning,
memory, and mood control, as well as other areas of executive functioning (McEwen,
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Protective and Damaging Effects of Stress Mediators: Central Role of the Brain, 2006).
The images exemplify toxic stress’s effects on brain architecture, specifically the neural
connections.

Figure 4.4 Childs’ Brain after Neglect, The Internet and Child Development, retrieved from
https://childrenandtheinternet.wikispaces.com/School+Age+Child+Development. April, 2016

Figure 4.5 Persistent Stress Changes Brain Architecture, Harvard Center on the Developing Child, retrieved from
http://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-science-of-ecd/, Copyright Center on the Developing Child
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Following their study on the impact of ACE on an urban pediatric population,
Burke et. al (2011), reported that 3% of pediatric patients with an ACE score of 0 were
identified as having learning or behavior problems in school, while 51% of patients with
an ACE score of 4 or higher did. When science has proven high levels of toxic stress
inhibit the prefrontal cortex of the brain, it becomes clear why children with high ACE
scores have difficulty concentrating, sitting still, and following directions. A student
simply cannot perform the functions deemed necessary to succeed in school. Chronic
stress stimulates the adrenal glands to increase the release of cortisol and glucocoticoid
receptors which send the brain into the stress loop shown below. As a result the child
will display a decrease in attention, perception, memory and learning capabilities, which
inversely correlate with an increase of anxiety and fear.

Figure 4.6 Stress Brain Loop, Women’s Health Network, retrieved March, 2016 from
http://www.womenshealthnetwork.com/adrenal-fatigue-and-stress/the-link-between-stress-and-forgetfulness.aspx.
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While the hippocampus can turn off increased levels of cortisol, chronic stress
hinders its ability to do so. This leads to an inability of contextual learning and the
difficulty distinguishing between danger and safety in everyday situations: “Hence,
altered brain architecture in response toxic stress in early childhood explains the strong
association between early adverse experiences and subsequent problems in the
development of linguistic, cognitive, and social-emotional skills, all of which are
inextricably intertwined in the wiring of the developing brain” (Shonkoff, Garner, & The
Committee on Psychosocial Aspects of the Child and Family Health, 2012, p. 236).
The prefrontal cortex, the area of the brain most affected by stress, also is
responsible for turning off the cortisol response, as well as suppressing the amygdala
which allows for adaptive responses to threatening or stressful experiences: “However,
exposure to stress and elevated cortisol results in dramatic changed in the connectivity
within the PFC, which limits its ability to inhibit the amygdale activity and, thereby,
impair adaptive responses to stress” (Shonkoff, Garner, & The Committee on
Psychosocial Aspects of the Child and Family Health, p. 236)
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Figure 4.7 Alert Versus Stressed Brain, Nature Neuroscience, retrieved from
http://www.nature.com/neuro/journal/v18/n10/fig_tab/nn.4087_F1.html. 2015 Copyright Nature Neuroscience

The hippocampus and the PFC together regulate the amygdala’s output of the
stress response; however, when toxic stress exposure has altered the brain architecture
and connectivity, variability in stress response can occur. As a result some children may
appear to over-react to mild adversity and be less capable of coping with positive stress.
While the prefrontal cortex controls balance regulation of the amygdala, more
importantly the PFC is responsible for the development of executive functions, such as
decision making, working memory, self regulation (emotional and cognitive), and
impulse control, which I will explore further in Chapter Six.
In my life, trauma or ACEs converted to toxic stress, wearing on my body’s stress
response system. If you were to look inside my brain, very likely you would see
damaged brain architecture similar to the diagrams above. From the outside it may seem
as though a child is resilient enough to overcome ACEs in childhood, but this research
shows the how brain architecture is hindered during these critical years of development.
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Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is commonly diagnosed in reaction to stress
symptoms. However, PTSD does not capture all of the symptoms seen in traumatized
children. Since the clinical diagnoses of trauma can be overly broad, Bessel Van der Kolk
(2005) defined a new diagnosis developmental trauma disorder for children with
histories of complex traumas, which attempts to span the emotional, behavioral,
neurobiological, and developmental consequences of trauma.
When a parent is the source of violence, a child’s sense of security, and safety can
be compromised or destroyed, replaced instead fear and anxiety (Janoff-Bulman, 1992).
A parent’s unpredictable or violent behavior can lead to difficulty forming personal
attachments and may foster relationships that based on fear and anxiety (Sroufe, 1997).
Trauma expert and psychiatrist Judith Herman explains how children exposed to violence
view the world as a threatening place, in which danger and hurt are to be expected:
Adaptation to the climate of constant danger requires and state of constant
alertness. Children in an abusive environment develop extraordinary abilities to
scan for warning signs of attack. They become minutely attuned to their abusers’
inner states. They learn to recognize subtle changes in facial expression, voice,
and body language as signals of anger, sexual arousal, intoxication, and
dissociation. This nonverbal communication becomes highly automatic and
occurs for the most part outside of conscious awareness. Child victims learn to
respond without being able to name or identify the danger signals that evoked
their alarm (p. 99)
Therefore, students such as myself who are exposed to trauma are coming into the
classroom in this constant state of alertness, also referred to as survival mode.
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As my memoir reflects, I remember being scared almost all the time: scared of
being hit, or yelled at, or hurt in some way. My childhood was, simply put, really scary. I
always feared making a mistake because I anticipated harsh discipline. I never knew what
would set off my mom, or her boyfriend. Indeed it felt like walking on eggshells,
constantly. While I lived in constant fear most of my childhood, as an adult, in retrospect,
I am not sure if I find my environment most disturbing, or knowing the damage that
occurred inside my brain. Every child’s experience is vastly unique; however, the lifelong results of these brain researchers have proven to be eerily apt comparisons for my
experiences. It would seem that adverse childhood experiences do dramatically inhibit
brain development. Though, as the rest of my memoir will describe, I survived this
damage—after first suffering its worst consequences.
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Chapter 5: Acting Out
I had the opportunity to go to Bible camp for the first time the summer after my
fourth-grade year. It had been a long year, having to learn how to help my mom after her
stroke the summer before, so I was excited to get away from my family for the week. The
first few days of camp were fun. I met a lot of other kids, swam, made crafts, and sang a
lot of songs. I loved the singing. But it didn’t take long before the other kids started to
notice the weirdness about me. I started to feel left out and lonely. I missed being home.
I decided that if I got into trouble, they might send me home. Defiant is the best
way to describe how I acted. I yelled at the counselors and staff. I went into my cabin and
lay in my bed. I refused to participate in any activities. Two of the counselors grabbed
me, one on each arm, and escorted me to the director’s cabin. I pulled and jerked and
tried to run away. They tightened their grip. In the director’s cabin, I sat and stared as she
asked me questions. I refused to answer.
I sat there and thought about how much I hated my life. I wondered how God
could let me feel this way. I was here at Bible camp, but God seemed so far away.
Eventually, I broke down. I explained to the camp director that I felt like the kids weren’t
talking to me. I wanted to go home, but really I didn’t want to go home because things
were bad there, too. In that moment I remembered my neighbor—how he was sad and
took his life. I wanted my pain and sadness to go away. I wanted to die, and I told the
director. She was nearly speechless. I think my case was over her head. I doubt very
many camp kids go ballistic like I did. In a desperate attempt to help me, the camp
director called the police, who came to get me from camp. It was the first time I ever rode
in a squad car. They took me to a crisis center in a nearby town.
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I sat there in the crisis center for over an hour. I sat there and thought about my
life. Why was I so weird? Why did I have so many problems? I didn’t want to die, but I
hurt so much. I wanted the pain to go away, forever. Finally, the staff came to talk to me.
They asked me lots of questions. I talked to them for about an hour, and, after I promised
to finish the week at camp with good behavior, the policemen took me back to camp. The
girls in my cabin were really nice to me when I came back, but I could tell they were
going out of their way to be nice. I could feel the tension when I walked into a room. I
think they were scared of me, scared of what I might do to them, or to myself, if they
weren’t nice to me.
By fifth grade I really hated my life. It was so stressful at home, and I always felt
bad about myself. I continued to think about the day that I saw the neighbor hang from
the deck. Why did he take his own life? Does life get that bad? I continued to ask the
questions over and over in my mind. Fifth grade was when I seriously thought my life
was bad enough to feel like ending it. I no longer just felt like I wanted to die; I really
wanted to die. I wanted to be gone, forever. No more problems, no more hurt. No more
sadness.
I started acting out in school. I wanted to die. I told everyone I was feeling this
way. I told the kids in school I wanted to end my life; I wanted to kill myself. I acted out
in all sorts of ways. After school one day, I went home and I hung my jump rope in the
rafters of our garage. When my mom came home, she called the police. I was in the
garage, taking the rope down, when the squad car pulled into our driveway. The officer
talked to my mom for a short time and then came over to me and told me to get in.
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He was the nicest police officer I had ever met. He opened the front door on the
passenger side. I was surprised that he let me get in the front of the car. We drove around
our small little town several times. For a long while we were both silent. I started to cry.
He asked me to tell him what was going on at home that made me feel so bad. I told him
some things and pretty soon I was crying so hard I couldn’t even talk.
He pulled the squad car into his own driveway. I waited in the car as he went into
his house. I tried to calm down and get myself under control. I was crying so hard that my
body was shaking, almost jerking. The officer came out with a box of tissue, and we
drove around some more. He continued to listen, only asking questions every once in a
while. He looked over at me and explained that he was going to have to take me back to
the crisis center. I looked into his gentle eyes; they were glossy, reflecting my pain.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I have to take you there. They will help you.”
This was my second time in the crisis center. I thought the staff would talk to me
and send me home, but they didn’t. They showed me to a room, pointed to a bed, and said
I would be able to see the counselor in the morning. I was by far the youngest kid in the
center. My roommate was a seventeen-year-old girl with long brown hair and bandages
on her arms. I didn’t talk to her much; she seemed cold and distant, unwilling to hold a
conversation. I think she resented sharing a room with a young girl.
The room next to mine had two guys staying in it. One boy was seventeen and the
other sixteen. The guys were pretty nice to me. For hours we took turns playing Duck
Hunt and Mario on the Nintendo in the crisis center. One entire night was consumed by
an eventful game of Monopoly. The guys teased me for being so young in the crisis
center.
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“Why does a little shit your age try committing suicide?” they asked. From then
on, they called me “little shit.” I didn’t mind. I was glad they were nice to me. After
feeling like no one cared or even really liked me much, I welcomed the teasing. It was
not the nicest name, but the attention felt good. I liked being around older kids. I
welcomed the teasing and the name calling from the older kids. I felt as though they were
being nice to me. My self-esteem must have been through the floor.
The crisis center seemed like an okay place. There were plenty of games to play. I
baked cookies and made a ton of crafts. There was a pay phone where we could make
collect calls, which seemed like a cool thing to me. To get to the phone, we had to walk
through the detox center where there were some really scary looking adults, mostly
males. Every day I met with different counselors and answered hundreds of questions. I
wasn’t sure how being there was going to help me, but my parents said it would.
I was in the crisis center three times, because I declared so many times I wanted
to die. The third time was nearly a repeat of the second visit. Most of the time, I just
wanted so much for someone to love me, give me attention, and free me from all the bad
feelings I carried. But part of me really did want to die. I hated my life and resented all
the bad things that had happened to me and my family.
In time, I got very out of control in school. I was interrupting the learning
environment for other students, so the principal said I couldn’t come back. The county
put me in foster care during the day. At night I went home to my family.
Things at home were rough. My mom was always stressed about money, and
having to do things with one hand. She hit me and slapped me around. She liked to pull
my long hair. We fought every day over something. Usually, it started in the morning.
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My alarm would go off, and I wouldn’t hear it. Getting out of bed in the morning was so
hard, and I was never sure why. “I didn’t hear my alarm,” I’d say. Mom swore at me or
slapped me. After school, we argued over chores, or something else. I wished my mom
would be more like my foster mom.
The foster home opened my eyes, even though I was only there during the day.
High school girls lived there, with their own stories to tell. I soon realized if I didn’t learn
to control my behavior, in several years I could be living there full time, too. I am really
thankful for that experience. To this day, my foster mom has been one of the most
beneficial people in my life. She believed in me. She told me over and over I was not a
bad kid; it was only my choices that were bad. She saw lifelong potential in me and
encouraged me to have confidence in myself. I actually started to believe in myself. I
really enjoyed being at the foster home, mostly because I didn’t feel scared. The sadness
that smothered me daily began to lift.
In time, the county worker found a day treatment program for me to attend. Each
day I rode in a van for about forty minutes to get to school and then another forty minutes
to get home. The day treatment program was like a very small school, usually with only
four or five other kids in my classroom. Each of us had our own cubicle desk, with walls
separating us from one another. We had one teacher and several aides. For the majority of
the day, we worked quietly on our assignments. One hour each morning, we had a group
therapy session. Once a week, we were able to participate in a fun activity of some sort,
like going on a field trip, if we had good behavior for the week.
There were four levels of behavior to earn points for. Each day we started a new
individual chart with six goals to meet. If we met each goal for each hour, we earned a
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point. If we earned all of our points for the week, we were on level one. Earning most of
the points put us on level two. Earning only some points left us at level three. Earning
almost no points demoted us to level four.
I worked hard most of the time to be on level one or two. The prizes were so
rewarding, I wanted to be good and earn all my points. If I didn’t earn enough points I’d
move down to level 3 or 4, with very little privileges. Only once or twice when I had a
really bad day, was I on level four. I didn’t like being monitored closely. If I slipped even
a little, points were taken away. It was frustrating, but for the most part I enjoyed going to
school there. The best part was that there were older boys who rode in the van with me
each day. I liked being around them. They made me feel older and more mature, they
flirted with me. The attention felt nice.
I finished my fifth-grade year at day treatment. Because I did so well during sixthgrade, I was able to gradually work back into mainstream public school. It was a
troublesome year. The friends I once had at school were cold and unfriendly to me. It was
obvious I was a bad kid. Kids told me that their parents said they couldn’t be friends with
me anymore. It hurt. It burned. The rejection tortured me. I was filled with a deep
sadness.
I thought maybe they were just being mean, but after school one day I went over
to a friend’s house to hang out for a few hours. Her mom was home. Her mom came in
the living room to say hi. She saw me, chatted with me for a few minutes, and then told
my friend to go with her into the kitchen. I heard her mom say, “She is not welcome in
our home. I don’t want you to hang out with her. She is a troublemaker.” My friend came
back in the room and told me to go home.
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Like any other kid, I just wanted to fit in. The awkwardness of being a pre-teen
was overwhelming enough, but I carried problems and now a label, too. I was known for
being bossy and forcing others to do things my way. I struggled to belong, to fit in, to be
liked. I made up lots of stories to try to get people to like me, but it never seemed to
work. One day I was a superhero. The next day I was a princess. The more kids ignored
me, the more I tried to manipulate them into being my friend. My social skills led to a
vicious cycle.
In time, my mom recovered from her stroke enough to regain her driving abilities.
On occasion, my mom, brother, and I went to visit my aunt and uncle nearly five hours
away. I always enjoyed going for visits because my cousin was only a few months shy of
being a year older than me. I enjoyed spending time with her, and didn’t feel as rejected.
Growing up on a farm, I really loved animals—especially cats. On this particular
visit, my cousin and I were in the barn playing with the cats. For whatever reason, we
decided to put a lead rope on a cat. I think we were trying to get the cat to lead like a
horse. The poor cat did not like this game. The more the cat pulled, the more I tried to get
it to lead. Pretty soon the little cat was not responsive. I took the rope off and tried to help
the cat revive, but it still didn’t respond. We realized the cat had died. Without knowing
it, I had killed the poor, innocent cat. I felt so bad; I had no idea the cat’s neck could be
so fragile in the lead rope. I never expected it would be so easy to hurt or kill another
creature. It seems obvious now, but I was young and I wasn’t thinking.
I started to panic. I knew that my family already thought I was a bad kid. I had
been ostracized on so many occasions. Everyone knew I was the kid who had problems;
therefore, I was a disgrace. I would be in big trouble for hurting this cat.
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“What should we do?” I asked my cousin. This was an old-fashioned barn, with
stalls over a gutter that carried the animals’ waste around the barn clockwise in order to
get rid of it.
“Put it in the gutter,” she suggested. “When we clean the barn next time, it will
go out with the poop and no one will see it.” So I put the cat in the gutter.
Later that afternoon, the cat was found and I was in big trouble. Although it
seemed like a joint effort, I received a much heavier load of discipline. Of course, I was
the bad kid. In any occasion where blame occurred, the finger most often was pointed at
me. After all, I was bad, and easy to blame. I hated myself for what had happened. I
wanted to die just like the cat had. I wanted to be lifeless like it. Peaceful in death.
I was rarely trusted as a kid. My aunts, uncles, and grandparents all looked down
on me for being such a bad kid. When we had a family get-together, it always felt like
people were watching me, making sure I wasn’t causing trouble. I could see it in their
eyes, the way they looked at me, searching me with their eyes. Their puckered lips and
deep sighs declared the sound of judgment. My other cousins played games, but often
didn’t include me. They thought I was weird. I was. I was some kind of weird, bossy, fat,
bad apple and troublemaker. Mostly I was just plain bad. They believed it, and I was
beginning to believe it too.
I went back full time to public school for seventh grade, but things were not going
well. I was always looking for ways to fit in at school and get people to like me. In
addition to making up stories, I tried to “buy” friends. I thought if I had the name brand
clothes, I could fit in; if I had money (which we didn’t), things would be okay.
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One time at my dad’s house, I found a secret stash of cash. There was so much, I
was sure no one would notice some missing. Eventually, when I got a job, I thought I
could secretly put it back without anyone ever finding out. I pocketed nearly $1,700. Dad
always had large amounts of cash on hand. I was sure he would never notice. The first
thing I did was call up a friend and go on a shopping spree. I bought one of every name
brand the store carried.
At school I had money! When I needed a favor like homework help or someone to
open the door for me, I offered $5 or $10. I had tons of people around me. That is, until
my mom realized that something was up and started investigating my room. She found all
my new clothes and grilled me on where I got them, how I had money to purchase them.
Some were still new with tags on them, so she made me return them. Eventually, she
figured it out and I had to work off what I couldn’t return.
Seventh grade was also when I started drinking and doing drugs. I snuck out at
night and found older people or friends my age to drink with. Mostly we stole what
alcohol we could get our hands on. We also stole cigarettes. It was a game to see who
could be the best at stealing from the little local store. We soon found easy highs from
sniffing rubber cement. We chewed Big Red gum to cover the smell. Soon enough, in my
little group of friends who accepted me, I was on top of the world.
Cigarettes were in high demand at my age. It was cool to smoke. Young kids my
age craved them. If you were brave enough to ask someone of age to buy them, or steal
them yourself, you were popular among the young smokers. I so wanted to be popular in
every way possible. Getting smokes was easy for me. I knew enough buyers, and I really
didn’t care if I got caught stealing them. I accrued cigs by the carton, and turned around
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to sell them. Marlboro Reds were everyone’s favorite. Mediums were mine. I always had
plenty on hand. A pack of smokes cost $2.13, so $2.25 was the norm, but $3 was what
you gave the buyer to provide a small tip. If kids were underage and craved smokes, they
could buy them from me for $5 a pack. I sold smokes like a dealer sold drugs. I took
calls, met people in the park, arranged for drops. It sounds strange, but for a while I made
a lot of money this way.
My mom has smoked my whole life. If I was ever desperate for a sale, I would
sneak a pack or two from her. I could usually sell them to someone, but they didn’t
satisfy my own habit. My mom smoked nasty menthols. They were the cheapest offbrand you could find—Style or something like it. I tried them once. When I opened the
pack, I could immediately smell the mint fresh scent. I took one out, lit it up, and inhaled.
The rush of smoke traveled down my throat, the cool minty feeling crystallizing my
esophagus and lungs. I started to cough. My lips were minty but my mouth tasted like
smoke. Nasty. I couldn’t get that cigarette extinguished fast enough! On occasion my
mom accused me of smoking her cigarettes. Yeah, right! If I was dying for a smoke, I
would rather have a big fat cigar than a menthol!
I discovered rubber cement, and it became my favorite drug. Near the beginning
of my seventh grade year, while sitting in art class, I recalled seeing something on TV
about kids sniffing glue and getting high. What was it like to get high? In class we were
working on a paper mobile. After cutting a few shapes of paper, I opened the jar of
rubber cement and glued them down. I left the little cap and brush sitting on my desk,
giving the jar freedom to waft fumes into the air. I felt a little dizzy and somewhat silly.
As the teacher made her rounds to check on us, she stopped at my desk.
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“Please put the cover on your glue when you are not using it,” she said. I did as
told, but when she left, I opened it again.
I wondered what it would be like to hold the jar under my nose and take long
breaths, slowly inhaling, pulling the chemicals into my nasal path. At the end of class,
while the rest of my classmates cleaned up, I walked over to the supply shelf and grabbed
two full jars of glue. When no one was looking, I slid them deep inside my backpack.
School was out in less than five minutes.
“Bonnie, what are you doing after school today?” a friend asked.
“I’m going home to work on an art project,” I replied, winking and smiling slyly
to signify that I had other intentions. “Want to come over?”
My place was perfect for private, after-school hangouts because my mom didn’t
get home until 5:15, which meant we had nearly two hours to ourselves. As soon as my
friend and I made it to my house we dropped our backpacks by the door, grabbed the two
bottles of glue, and headed to the basement to my room. I opened the little jar and set the
cap and brush on my dresser. I rested the edge of the jar just above my upper lip and took
a deep breath, took another deep breath, and inhaled deeply. The room started spinning.
Noises and small voices seemed to get higher and higher, then trail off. My friend was
talking to me but I couldn’t make out what she was saying. I lay on my bed. This was
high? Cool. I looked over at my friend.
“I’m cementing the floor,” she said. She repeated it. It took me a few times to
grasp what she was doing. I looked over and saw the pile of glue on my bedspread.
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“What are you doing, you dork? Quit dumping it out,” I said. I grabbed the little
brush and tried to scoop the glue back into her jar. After wiping up most of it, I reached
for my sock and pulled it off my foot.
“Here, wipe it up,” I told her, tossing the sock to her. I put the cap on her jar and
set it down. I looked for my jar, but could not find it. Where was it? The whole room was
spinning. I felt like I was on a carnival ride that was out of control. I got on my knees and
looked under my bed. There it was. I had set it under the edge of my bed. I looked inside.
The glue was nearly gone. I stuck my finger inside. It was dry. Where had it gone? I
knew I hadn’t spilled it. I couldn’t believe that entire jar of glue evaporated into fumes.
Oh well. I threw it in the trash.
“Want to get high again tomorrow?” my friend asked me. I looked over at her,
sprawled out next to the new yellow-brown stain on my bedspread. My head was so
foggy. My vision was cloudy as my eyes struggled to focus.
“Sure, but it’s your turn to get the glue,” I told her.
On occasion, I actually tried to do the right thing. Once, when my little group of
friends went on a shoplifting spree, I stole perfume and diet pills. It didn’t take long
before the guilt consumed me. My mom noticed and asked me, “What’s wrong?” I told
her I had stolen some things from a store. She listened patiently and together we came up
with some options. Between my mom and me, we decided going back to the store to
return the stolen merchandise and apologize in person was the best plan.
Mom took me to the store. I walked in and went to the service counter. I set the
stolen items on the counter and told the cashier I needed to make a return.
“Do you have a receipt?” she asked.
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“No,” I said quietly. The lady proceeded to complete the return process.
“I’m not returning these,” I said. “I mean, well, I am, but I didn’t pay for them, so
you can’t give me money back.” I tried to explain quietly without drawing attention to
myself. The lady looked at me hard.
“I stole these, and I want to give them back,” I said, hoping no one else heard. I
was so embarrassed. I felt like such a criminal.
“What?” the cashier questioned.
I turned around, looking for my mom, who had insisted I do this on my own. I
waved her over.
“Mom, she doesn’t get it,” I explained. My mom proceeded to tell the cashier the
same things I had just said.
The cashier paged over the loudspeaker: “Manager to service counter, regarding
stolen merchandise.” Excuse me while I fall over and die of embarrassment. When the
manager got to the counter, the cashier explained I was trying to return stolen goods. The
conversation was loud and people were definitely starting to stare at me. The manager
came over to talk to me and my mom. At first he thought I was connected to some other
kids who had just been busted for shoplifting, so he told my mom the police were on the
way. My stomach sank, I was scott-free and now I am getting arrested? Crap, why did I
try to be honest? Eventually the manager realized I had not been with the other kids and
understood what we were trying to do. I guess most people don’t actually come clean and
return stolen items. If guilt weren’t a factor, I wouldn’t have, either.
“I’m sorry,” I said. I handed the Dexatrim and perfume I had stolen earlier to the
manager. He looked at me sternly and said, “Thank you, for doing the right thing.”
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Thank you, for not arresting me. Then it was over. Returning those items was
mostly embarrassing, but unfortunately it didn’t teach me not to shoplift. It taught me
how to be better at hiding the guilt. I was officially becoming a bad person. I was on a
downward spiral of bad choices; however, I couldn’t see it at the time. Did it matter?
Everyone thought I was bad anyway.
Dealing with the consequences of my frequent bad choices was stressful. My
brother was an easy target for taking out my stress. Whenever he made me mad, I lost it,
hitting him as hard as I could. I sat on top of him and slapped and choked him until I got
scared that I might kill him. All of the anger and hurt inside me felt like it was dancing
through my body and exploding out my fingertips, which were wrapped tightly around
his neck. It was so easy to hurt him. He feared me. One time I asked him to do
something for me and he refused, so I took out the biggest knife in the kitchen and chased
him around the house. I never had any intentions of actually using it to hurt him. I just
wanted to scare him. When the anger subsided, I felt bad for the way I treated my brother.
I hated my life, and I was scared he would grow up to feel the same way. Please God,
give Bruce a better life than me.
I was so out of control. The anger inside of me, arguing and fighting at home—
usually over my behavior—was so intense. In the autumn of seventh grade, my mom
picked me up after school. I got in the car and sat silently, practically holding my breath.
I knew something was going on because my mom never picked me up after school.
“You will need to pack your bags tonight, because you are going away for a
while,” she told me in a very firm voice.
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“Am I going to a foster home?” I asked. The memories of my last foster home ran
through my mind. I was excited at the opportunity for a safe environment. I loved my
foster mom and it would be awesome to live there.
“No. You are going somewhere else,” Mom said even more sternly.
I was beyond foster homes. The county strongly encouraged my mom to send me
away to a group home for girls. That night, I packed my bags. I had no idea where I was
going or what to bring, but my mom told me to pack and I was going to be gone for a
long time. The next morning I put my bags in the car and I tried to come up with a way to
change my mom’s mind. I tried to be really nice. I tried to reason.
“I’m not changing my mind,” she said.
After that, I didn’t say much more. It took us nearly three hours to get there. We
drove up to a big, three-story house. Next to it was a smaller house. It doesn’t look so
bad. Maybe I will like living here.
My mom checked me in. We had a brief meeting with the group home counselor
and my social worker before Mom left. I was so angry with her; no way would I even say
good-bye. The staff person responsible for checking me in led me down to the basement.
She opened a closet on the far end of the room. Inside were about two dozen orange
jumpsuits in multiple sizes.
“Pick a suit,” I was told.
Next was the shower. The staff lady walked me to the other end of the basement
and into a laundry room. At the end of the laundry room was a bathroom and next to it a
large shower room.
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“You will need to shower to get rid of any critters,” the lady explained. “Here is
special shampoo. Rub it in good to your scalp and pubic hair. Let me know when you
have it on. I will watch the time. After twelve minutes, you can rinse.”
I undressed in front of the lady and walked into the large tiled shower room. I
counted six shower heads and a tub. I picked one, turned it on and rubbed the stinky
critter shampoo in my hair. When I had it all over me, I turned off the water. The twelveminute countdown began. I stood there in the big open shower room, naked, wet, and
covered in shampoo that was tingling intensely. I was freezing cold. I started to shake.
How did I end up here? This is like prison. The tears started to run down and drip off my
face. I continued to shiver, my teeth clattering loudly. This was surely the longest twelve
minutes ever.
After the shower, I put on my orange jump suit. The staff lady handed me blue
booties with rubber strips on the bottom.
“You must have something on your feet at all times here,” she informed me.
“I brought clothes, can’t I wear them?” I asked.
“It will take at least three days to sort through your belongings. After that, it will
depend on trust. If we think you will run away, you will continue to wear orange, so the
police can easily spot you,” she answered.
Run away? Now that’s an idea, but where would I possibly go? Yeah, right. I
can’t run away.
The staff lady walked me throughout the house. She rattled off rules to me. I tried
to listen, but I was trying to grasp all that was happening to me.
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“You must ask permission to go up or down the stairs,” she said. “You will be
given a cleaning task every week. We call them details. You will do your detail two times
per day and, if you have a kitchen detail, you will do it three times per day, once for each
meal. You cannot go outside without a staff member. You must sign in and out when you
do get to go out. You cannot go in the kitchen until you earn your clothes back. You will
get up at 6:30 a.m. and be in bed at 9:30 p.m. As you earn more privileges, you can stay
up later, watch some TV, and leave the grounds on a pass.”
We walked from the basement with the showers, laundry, and TV area up to the
main floor. Here I toured the kitchen, dining room (with seats for twenty-five), main
office, conference room, and counselor offices. The stairs leading to the third floor were
partnered with the most beautiful wooden handrail I had ever seen. It was old-fashioned,
with wooden spindles on each step.
At the top of the second floor straight ahead was a large community bathroom
with stalls similar to the girls’ room at school. In addition to the large bathroom were six
bedrooms, with fifteen beds total. Four of the rooms had two beds bunked; one room had
two beds bunked and a single bed; and the largest room had four single beds. In the
center of the third floor was another full staircase accompanied by a beautiful handrail
that lead to the attic.
“Come downstairs and meet the other girls,” the staff lady said.
All of the girls were older than me, some by a year or two, others by three or four
years. A huge whiteboard hung in the dining room. Each girl had a section on the board
that told her level, her points, and her detail. I soon learned that if you were new, you got
assigned to kitchen detail—either dishes or cooking—as soon as you earned your street
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clothes back. Other details included cleaning bathrooms, hallways, the laundry room,
dining room, etc.
Each week one girl was the detail checker. She was to go around and inspect
every girl’s detail. If a girl hadn’t done a good enough job cleaning, the detail checker
came to find her and she had to do her job over again. If a girl had to redo her detail three
times in one week, she failed the detail, and the next week she was assigned the same
detail again. I learned fast to do it right the first time.
We got points for completing our detail, but if we had to redo it, we lost our
points. We also earned points for keeping our room clean, making our bed, and, of
course, for having good behavior. When we had earned enough points, we could apply
for a level. To apply, you created a contract, which every girl in the house signed, stating
they agreed you were ready for the level. Then you had to memorize a certain number of
the Twelve Steps and during group time recite your memory work and answer questions.
If the counselor approved, you were granted the level.
I think I earned level one in less than a month. It took me forever to earn level two
because more was expected of me for each ascending level. I would get really close and
then I would do something stupid, say something dumb, or have a bad attitude about
something, which caused me to lose points.
Nonetheless, at some point the director began trusting me. The group home was
responsible for a paper route and one girl earned the privilege of doing it. The girl doing
the paper route at that time went home, so the route was given to another girl. None of the
older girls wanted the route, so it was shared between me and another girl. We took turns
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in the morning getting up and delivering the papers. I had a paper route of my own before
I moved there, so I was familiar with how it worked.
On rare days, the two of us girls got to go together, although I liked going alone.
It was forty minutes of cold Minnesota tranquility. It was complete freedom. Each
morning I delivered the papers, I thought how easy it would be to run, but I never did. I
appreciated the freedom and returned to the home. I knew if I messed up, I would be in a
lot of trouble and the trust would be hard to earn back.
Once a week, we were taken into the community for free time fun activities. All
of us piled in and out of two fifteen-passenger vans. The community saw us coming a
mile away. If we had worn orange jumpsuits, we wouldn’t be recognized any more than
we were in our regular clothes. It was obvious we were from the group home. Each free
time activity provided fun along with a certain level of public humiliation.
Some of the girls in the home were extremely tough. The scariest girls at the
group home, to me, were the Native American girls from the reservations in northern
Minnesota. They all seemed alike—quiet and mystical. The look in their eyes carried
deep, dark secrets. Many wore homemade ink tattoos on their hands and face. I wasn’t
sure what it meant, but I had never seen anything like it before. I knew not to mess with
them. This proved to be probably one of the best choice I made. At one point, I was
assigned to a room with one of these girls. If I didn’t talk to her, we were fine. One day
for whatever reason—I looked at her wrong or something—she came running after me. I
ran up the stairs as fast as I could and into our room. I slammed the bedroom door and
held it shut with all of my weight against it. Outside the door, she continued to swear and
say things in another language I couldn’t understand. She tried to push the door open,
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making a small gap before the door closed quickly with all my body defending the back
side. I was so relieved when the staff came to restrain her, but scared after that
occurrence. I wasn’t even sure what set her off, but I certainly didn’t want to make that
mistake again. I was very careful around the native girls at the group home. They were
intimidating, and I didn’t want to take any chances.
My dad came to visit me a few times. One time he was able to check me out of
the home on a pass for a few hours to take me to the mall. I desperately needed to get
personal items, so I was really glad he took me. Dad told me I could pick out anything I
needed. I picked out the biggest container of laundry soap and grabbed shampoo,
conditioner, and toothpaste. I stopped and stared longingly at the tampons. I really
wanted to get a box. The group home only provided a stock of large, extra-absorbency
sanitary pads with wings. They were the equivalent of menstrual diapers, and I hated
them. To have tampons was a pure luxury. I so wanted to grab a box, but I was so
embarrassed to have my dad pay for them. The embarrassment prevailed, and I went
without.
Just after I celebrated my fourteenth birthday in the home, I was trusted enough to
go to church. My dad was always asking if I was going to church and, since he was
Catholic, I thought I should try that to make him happy. One of the staff members
attended the local Catholic Church, so she picked me up on Sunday mornings. I wasn’t so
crazy about the Catholic Church, but I was free from the home for a short time each
week, so it was worth it.
In the church bulletin I read: YOUTH GROUP MEETS WEDNESDAY NIGHT
FOR HAYRIDE! It sounded fun. Somehow I talked the staff into letting me go. I didn’t
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know anyone, and I felt like such an outcast. The youth group obviously had their
cliques, and I wasn’t welcome. However, the freedom was amazing. I was able to be
trusted to be away from the home, enjoy a fun activity, and eat lots of snacks.
About a month later, I attended a tech, which is a weekend retreat put on by the
Catholic Church. While the group home let me go during the day, they made me come
back at night to sleep. I wasn’t allowed to stay over. The second day of the tech, I
attended a workshop on pro-life. There was a familiar face and I remembered her from
the group home. During the holiday season she had come in and painted beautiful holiday
paintings on our windows. I went to talk to her after the workshop was over.
“Hi, my name is Bonnie,” I said. “Do you remember me from the group home?”
She nodded and gave me a big, gentle smile. I learned that she volunteered at the local
Birthright, a non-profit organization for helping pregnant women. She was gentle and
caring, and I knew I wanted to see her again.
One of the requirements at the group home was to complete twenty-four hours of
community service. I heard of other girls working their hours at Birthright, so I asked if I
could come and help my new friend Marilyn. My relationship with her grew. I liked her.
She knew I was a resident at the group home, but she didn’t care why I was there. She
never asked and it didn’t matter. She cared about me. She never looked at me like I was a
bad kid. After I was able to move home, I still kept in touch, visiting her and staying with
her family yearly. Her family was always excited to see me, delighted in my success, and
never once treated me like a bad kid.
Along with community service at Birthright, I helped out at the soup kitchen.
Usually I was able to go there with another girl or two. The soup kitchen was always an
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interesting experience. The other volunteers were nice to us. The people that came to eat,
well, we just kept our distance.
Eventually, I earned enough trust to attend public school. After many months of
being tutored in the group home, and several classes at the Alternative Learning Center, I
was ready to go back to regular school. I liked learning, completing assignments, and
meeting friends.
In the end, I earned more privileges than most girls in the home. I was able to
participate on the track team after school, which was a nearly unheard of privilege. I did
an extreme amount of begging and pleading for every privilege. Seven months had
passed since I arrived at the group home when I received a phone call from my mom.
“Bonnie your cousin Sharon has passed,” she said. “Your dad will be picking you
up for the funeral.” Mom was crying, and she didn’t really say anything else. Later, the
counselor shared with me that my cousin had shot herself. Then Sharon had been in the
hospital on life support and doing well, but when the medical staff took her off the life
support she had died. I was in a complete state of shock. I didn’t know what to think.
In a day or so, my dad picked me up. This was my mom’s niece and my parents
had been divorced for many years, but I was glad that my dad came to get me and not my
mom. The ride to the funeral was pretty quiet. Neither of us said much of anything. It was
the worst funeral ever. My family really didn’t talk to each other at all. Everyone was
crying. My cousin Sharon had been only nineteen years old, only five years older than
me. She was beautiful, smart, and outgoing. In the casket, she looked cold and unreal. It
was hard to believe it was her.
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My aunt didn’t really say much to anyone that day, but I remember she said to
me, “Don’t ever do what she did. I don’t think we can handle another day like this.” I felt
guilty in some way. I was always the one who wanted to die. I felt responsible for
exposing the family to suicide. It was a solution for so long, and now my cousin took the
out. I wished it were me, the bad kid, in that casket, not her. Why does life get so hard
one actually takes their own life? Afterwards, my dad brought me back to the group
home to finish my time.
About a year after arriving, I was released. It was the summer before I started
eighth grade. I had been locked up with other girls sentenced for running away, grand
theft auto, truancy, attempted murder, drug problems—you name it. Every other girl had
a court sentence and answered to a probation officer. I was there because of family
problems and even though I had never been to court, I felt like a criminal. I had done
time. It was official; I was a “bad kid.”
By now I had been in obvious major trouble at least twice, been expelled from
school, and sent away. Everyone knew me as the bad kid. Bad Bonnie. No one trusted
me. If my friends’ parents thought I was a troublemaker before and wouldn’t let their kids
hang out with me, now what did they think? It was the worst feeling in the world. I was
the first female juvenile delinquent in our small little town of five hundred people. Most
knew my situation, and everyone thought I was bad. Even my family looked down on me.
The invisible nametag I wore now read “BAD” in bold capital letters.
When I returned from the group home, I really wanted to prove to everyone that I
wasn’t a bad kid. Deep down I remembered what my foster mom had told me, “You are
not a bad kid. It is your choices that are bad. If you have confidence in yourself, that’s all
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that matters.” I still had a small glimmer of hope that I could have goals, I could be
something great, and do wonderful things with my life. I learned so many valuable tools
in the group home about how to cope, setting boundaries with others, and dealing with
confrontations. Even with my Bad Bonnie label, they had sent me home with the idea of a
fresh start and a somewhat renewed sense of confidence.
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Chapter 6: Assessment of Executive Function
The previous memoir chapter shows my struggle with executive functions, such
as: decision making, working memory, self regulation (emotional and cognitive), and
impulse control. As discussed in chapter 4, ACEs and trauma can directly impact this
aspect of brain development in the prefrontal cortex. In this chapter, I will take this
further by analyzing the executive functions displayed in my own late childhood, as
shared in the previous chapter. First, I will describe the levels and research of executive
function and explore strategies for assessing difficulties in executive function. Then, I
will apply those strategies in effort to analyze the executive skills that were displayed or
lacking in the previous memoir chapter. Finally, I will revisit the connection between
ACEs and executive function.
Executive function (EF) skills are a key component of neurobehavioral function.
Masten (2012) defines EF as “a broad set of cognitive control processes that enable
individuals to manage and direct their attention, thinking, and adaptations to meet
adaptive goals” (pp. 375-375). EF skills develop and change over time with age and
experience in conjunction with the development of the prefrontal cortex and neural
connectors.
Executive function is a vast umbrella term for all the explicit cognitive processes
that the brain is responsible for, as demonstrated in Figure 6.1 below, which shows a
simple breakdown of executive functions. The term covers cognitive control process that
enable individuals to manage and direct their attention, thinking, and actions to meet
adaptive goals. Two terms within EF studies are “cool” and “hot”. Cool EF is involved
in tasks that require little emotional control and relatively abstract problem solving. Hot
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EF is needed for tasks that require control of emotional reactions or excitement, delay of
gratification, or resisting temptation. School success depends on both aspects of EF
(Masten A. S., 2012). In my situation, my cool EF skills were acceptable. I could
complete academic tasks. It was my hot EF skills where most of my trouble existed.

Figure 6.1 The Brain’s Executive Functions, retrieved from https://cmschilly.com/tag/executive-function/. April, 2016

Masten also notes that EF skills are crucial for school success: “children must be
able to concentrate, ignore distractions, attend to the teacher, follow classroom rules, get
along with other children, wait for rewards, and suppress impulses to play, aggress, or
otherwise expected behavior” (p. 376). My memoir depicts the difficulties I faced with
behaving in school, and I believe my struggle was directly correlated to my lagging
executive function skills. Self-regulation, especially, was lagging far behind and so
controlling my responses was nearly impossible.
In the book Assessment and Intervention for Executive Function Difficulties,
McCloskey, Perkins, and Van Divner (2009) attempt to bridge the gap between the
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interest in executive function (though they disregard cool and hot distinctions) and the
practical applications by presenting the following definition:
Executive functions are directive capacities that are responsible for a person’s ability
to engage in purposeful, organized, strategic, self-regulated, goal-directed processing
of perceptions, emotions, thoughts, and actions. As a collection of directive
capacities, executive functions cue the use of other mental capacities such as
reasoning, language, and visuospatial representation. (p. 15)
Essentially, executive function is the boss of the brain responsible for all mental and
cognitive cueing and directing. McCloskey, Perkins, and Van Divner offer an extensive
list of bulleted points regarding cueing and directing in their official definition, which can
be summarized as the following: impulsive responses, interrupting, focus while screening
distractions, cognitive flexibility, working memory, long-term memory, oral and written
responses, regulating emotions, self-reflection, utilization of hindsight and foresight,
generate inferences regarding another’s perspective.
McCloskey, Perkins, and Van Divner draw attention to the fact that while there is
increasing research surrounding executive function development, few attempts have been
made to tie together the various strands of definitions, lists, and actual practice. Most
definitions address the mental processes, including cueing and motor response, and
pinpoint the prefrontal and cerebral cortex as the areas of the brain responsible for
executive function. They developed the model in Figure 6.2 to aid in conceptualizing the
interaction of various executive capacities and the prefrontal lobe function.
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Figure 6.2 The McCloskey Model of Executive Function, Source: Assessment of Executive Function, pg. 38
2009 Copyright McCloskey

The self-activation tier describes functions that cue the initiation of basic “core
consciousness” related to an awakened state of mind. Self-activation typically relates to
wakening in the morning, and getting out of bed. If you recall from the story, many of the
daily arguments between my mother and I began in the morning, because I struggled to
get out of bed. Self-activation relates to how our executive capacities awaken from sleep.
Even though I would get 8 to 9 hours of sleep each night, it felt as though my brain was
not fully working for at least an hour after waking up. Transition from unconsciousness
to consciousness may involve a gradual ramping up of executive functions. This state is
referred to as sleep inertia (McCloskey, Perkins, & Van Divner, 2009). While this may
not be the absolute reasoning behind my difficulty to awaken and rise out of bed in the
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morning, I find it to offer a plausible explanation of why I resisted my mother, and why
she could not understand my difficulty to awaken in the morning. In truth, even now as
an adult, I have difficulty awaking in the morning and getting out of bed. It is a process of
gradual consciousness, which I have learned to allow time for.
Self-control is split into three sub-categories: self-regulation, or functions that cue
and direct behavior within the four domains of functioning: Perception, Emotion,
Cognition, and Action; Self-realization, or functions that direct a person’s engagement
with activities related to self-reflection, self-analysis and gaining an understanding of
personal strengths and weaknesses; and self-determination, or functions that direct a
person’s capacity for developing a personal set of goals and long-term plans that motivate
and drive perception, emotion, cognition, and action.
In contrast to my difficulty with the self-activation tier, I feel I was and have
always been good at the self-determination component of self-control executive
functioning. Consider the example of how I developed the idea of selling cigarettes for
income. Even as a young girl I had an inner drive towards goal generation, foresight, and
creative long-term planning. Developmentally, my self-determination functioning was
right on track, if not progressive, according to the diagram of development timeline in
Figure 6.3, depicting the higher tiers of executive function.
Self-generation and trans-self integration, according to McCloskey, Perkins, and
Van Divner, are so advanced that they are expected to develop later in adolescence and
early adulthood (See Figure 6.3). Self-generation describes functions that direct the
posing of speculative questions related to ultimate source(s) and/or purposes of reality
and physical existence, mind-body relationships, spirit, and soul; consideration of, and
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speculation about, the possibility of existence beyond the physical plane. Trans-self
integration encompasses functions that direct efforts to transcend conceptions of the egocentered self in order to comprehend and experience ultimate source or an egoless state of
“unity consciousness.” The memoir selection in the previous chapter describes my late
childhood and early adolescence. Therefore, executive functions relating to selfgeneration and trans-self integration would not be expected at that time in my life.

Figure 6.3 The McCloskey Model of Executive Function, Source: Assessment of Executive Function,
2009 Copyright McCloskey
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Self-regulation functions are in many ways the most essential as they are
involved almost every moment of our lives in all that we think, feel, perceive, and do.
Self-realization and self-determination relate to self-reflection and intrinsic motivation.
Self-regulation describes the largest tier, encompassing 23 executive functions
responsible to varying degrees and combinations for cueing and directing functioning
among the four domains of perception, emotion, cognition, and action. The majority of
my behavior symptoms detailed in chapter 5 can be matched to categories within the
large tier of self-regulation. Table 6.1 contains all 23 capacities outlined by McCloskey,
Perkins, and Van Divner (2009), side by side for quick comparison. From these definitions,
I delve deeper into my own self-regulation as compared to these 23 capacities through
cross analyzing specific examples from the previous chapter.
Table 6.1
Self Regulation Descriptions
Function

Definition

Perceive

Cues the use of sensory and perception processes to take information in from the external
environment or cues “inner awareness” for mentally tuning into perceptions, emotions,
thoughts, or actions as they are represented “in the mind” or in the body.

Modulate

Cues the regulation of the amount and intensity of mental energy invested in perceiving,
feeling, thinking, and acting.

Initiate

Cues the initial engagement of perceiving, feeling, thinking, or acting.

Gauge

Cues the identification of the demands (perceptual, emotional, mental, and physical) of a
task or situation and cues the activation of the perceptions, emotions, thoughts, or actions
needed to effectively engage the task or situation.

Focus/ Select

Cues the direction of attention to the most relevant aspects (perceptions, emotions,
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thoughts, and/or actions) of environments, situation, or contents while downgrading or
ignoring the less relevant aspects.
Sustain

Cues sustained engagement of the processes involved in perceiving, feeling, thinking, or
acting.

Stop/

Cues the sudden, immediate discontinuation of perceiving, feeling, thinking, or acting.

Interrupt
Inhibit

Cues resistance to, or suppression of, urges to perceive, feel, think, or act on first
impulse.

Flexible/

Cues a change of focus or alteration of perceptions, emotions, thoughts or actions in

Shift

reaction to what is occurring in the internal or external environments.

Hold

Cues activation of the cognitive processes required to maintain information in working
memory and continues cueing these processes until the information is manipulated,
stored, or acted on as desired.

Manipulate

Cues the use of working memory or other cognitive processes for the manipulation of
information that is being held in mind or being accessed in the environment.

Organize

Cues the use of routines for sorting, sequencing, or otherwise arranging perceptions,
feelings, thoughts, and/or actions, to enhance or improve the efficiency of experience,
learning, or production.

Foresee/ Plan

Cues the anticipation of conditions or events in the very near future, such as the

(Short-term)

consequences of one’s own actions, or cues the engagement of the capacities required to
identify a series of perception, feelings, thoughts, and/or actions, and the likely or desired
outcome that would result from carrying them out in the very near future.

Associate

Cues the realization that associations need to be made between the current problem
situation and past problem situations and cues the activation of the resources needed to
carry out the required associative problem-solving routines.

Generate

Cues the realization that a novel solution is required for the current problem, and cues
the activation of the resources needed to carry out the required novel problem-solving.
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Balance

Cues the regulation of the trade-off between opposing processes or states (e.g., pattern
vs. detail; speed vs. accuracy; humor vs. seriousness) to enhance or improve
experiencing, learning, or production.

Store

Cues the movement of information about perceptions, feelings, thoughts and actions
from the mental processing environment of the present moment into “storage” for
possible retrieval at a later time.

Retrieve

Cues the activation of processes responsible for finding and retrieving previously stored
information about perceptions, feelings, thoughts and actions. The more specific the
demands or constraints placed on the retrieval processes, the greater the requirements for
use of the Retrieve cue.

Pace

Cues the awareness and the regulation of the tempo at which perception, emotion,
cognition, and action are experienced.

Time

Cues the monitoring of the passage of time (e.g., cueing the engagement of the mental
functions that enable a person to have an internal sense of how long they have been
perceiving, feeling, thinking, or acting) or cues the use of time estimation routines (e.g.,
cueing the engagement of mental functions that enable a person to have an internal sense
of how long something will take to complete, or how much time is still left in a specific
period of time).

Sequence/Ex

Cues the orchestration and engagement of the proper syntax of a series of perceptions,

ecute

feelings, thoughts, and/or actions, especially in cases where automated routines are being
accessed or are initially being developed.

Monitor

Cues the activation of appropriate routines for checking the accuracy of perceptions,
emotions, thoughts, or actions.

Correct

Cues the use of appropriate routines for correcting errors of perception, emotion,
thought, or action based on feedback from internal or external sources.
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Before applying these self-regulation principles to my life, it is helpful to also
consider the concept of arenas of involvement. In addition to the four domains of
perception, cognition, emotion, and action, considering arenas of involvement offers a
deeper dimension for critical understanding of the range of variability in self-regulation
capacities. After all, executive function can vary depending on whether the individual is
attempting to control ones internal state (interpersonal arena), interactions with others
(interpersonal arena), interactions with their current environment (environmental area), or
engaging with the culturally derived symbol system of processing and sharing
information (symbol system arena) (McCloskey, Perkins, & Van Divner, 2009).
Comparing the Table 6.1 of definitions above and Table 6.2 of domains below, it
becomes clearer that the majority of my individual executive difficulties centered on
cueing and directing appropriate cognitive, emotional, and motor capacities in
interpersonal relationships. Table 6.2 outlines the areas of self-regulation and the domain
and the related arena of involvement, as defined by McClosky. This provides a quick and
brief outline depicting the connection between definition and personal example.
Table 6.2

Personal Self-Regulation and Related Domain Assessment

Self Assessment

Self-Regulation

Domain

Arena of
Involvement

-Unable to control temper

Modulate

Emotion, Action

-Dwelling, over focus

Stop/Interrupt

Cognition

-Misperceives others

Perceive

Perception

Interpersonal
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-Quickly offended

Inhibit

Em, Percep, Cog

- Poor listening to others

Sustain,Hold,Store,Manip

Em, Percep, Cog

-Unable to consider

Shift/Flexible

alternatives (own way)
-Unaware of how actions

Foresee/Plan

Em, Cog, Action

-Hard to apologize

Correct/Execute

Emotion, Action

-Difficulty monitoring and

Perceive, Modulate

Percep, Em, Cog

-Acts without thinking

Inhibit

Action

-Poor planning, foresight of

Foresee/Plan

affect others & anticipate
consequences

Intrapersonal

regulation emotion

consequences
-Low ability read queues

Perceive, Focus/Select

-Shifting gears- transitioning

Interrupt/Stop/Flexible

Perception

Environment

-Low ability to articulate
-Unable to stop and alter

Generate, Associate

Cog, Action

actions

Interrupt, Stop, Shift

Action

These definitions and arenas of self-regulation can be helpfully located within
specific examples from my memoir as evidence that I suffered from lagging selfregulation function. Several of the above functions offer an explanation for my outbursts
and temper. From a young age, my reputation preceded me. I struggled with controlling
my temper and exhibited frequent extreme temper outbursts, both in the classroom and at
home. This inability to control my temper relates to the Modulate function, where my
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brain was not able to effectively regulate the intensity of mental energy. I was unable to
control myself and would curse and yell at anyone who tried to calm me down. I would
not calm down easily, as it was nearly impossible for me to stop the outburst in numerous
instances until I was physically spent. The inability to stop the outburst draws on the
Stop/Interrupt function, meaning my brain was incapable of immediate discontinuation.
Adult-initiated transitions were difficult for me, mostly because it wasn’t my idea to shift
gears. Transitioning stems from the Stop/Interrupt and Flexible/Shift functions in
conjunction: the ability to stop what I am doing, and consider what another person is
asking of me.
Meanwhile, several other functions explain many of my problematic social
experiences. Looking back, I now know that I often misperceived the actions and words
of others that triggered my tendency to overreact. This problem derives from the Perceive
function responsible for scanning the external environment and translating the
information to inner perceptions. Additionally, my personality was intimidating. It was
normal to boss friends and younger relatives around. I struggled to accept or even
consider alternatives and went to great attempts to manipulate others into doing things
my way. This relates to the Flexible/Shift function in the brain’s ability to react to others’
feelings and perceptions. I lacked consideration of others and often used threats of
violence. Making violent threats exemplifies the Foresee/Plan functions because clearly I
was not considering the consequences which might come from making such serious
threats. I struggled to apologize for my actions, thus relating to the Correct and Execute
functions. In school I was especially disruptive, though academically I did quite well.
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Even my own interior thoughts and mental health can be linked to several lagging
self-regulation functions. Every day I had negative thoughts about myself: I am bad,
stupid, no one cares, everyone hates me. I found myself dwelling on a range of things,
from hurtful words which had been said to me, to scenes of abuse, and especially the
suicide of my neighbor. Dwelling stems from the Stop/Interrupt function, in where my
brain was incapable of discontinuing these thoughts and perceptions. I always felt a lack
of control over happenings with my family, my emotions, and my thoughts. I was unable
to control my impulses. I often acted without thinking, and most times it was to seek
attention, which was usually in an inappropriate manner. This is an example of the Inhibit
function, the ability, or inability in my case to resist and suppress urges.
Bottom line—I was smart, but emotionally out of control. Self-regulation seems
obvious as the most prevalent of my executive function disparities. If each of the selfregulation areas were a circuit wire in my brain, some functions such as Store and
Retrieve were working well. Others, like Interrupt/Stop and Flexible/Shift were not.
Simply put, my brain was not wired to complete those functions.
Dr. Ross Green has developed the Assessment of Lagging Skills and Unsolved
Problems (ALSUP) in working with explosive students. Note the similarities in the 23
capacities previously described in the self-regulation tier of McCloskey’s model of
executive function. While I find strong merit in McCloskey, Perkins, and Van Divner’s
assessment of executive function difficulties, I feel Greene’s ALSUP may provide an
easier assessment for educators and practitioners working with students in the classroom
setting.
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Using the ALSUP, I completed a self assessment based on the previous chapter
using a Lickert Scale, 0= never 1= sometimes, 2= often, 3= always. I then color coded
my responses, creating a heat map (See Figure 6.4) which makes it easy to spot items of
high difficulty.
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Figure 6.4. Self Assessment of Lagging Skills
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Standing on the body of research presented in this dissertation, it is highly likely
the trauma in my childhood impacted the development of my prefrontal lobe, assuming
the notion the executive function is indeed malleable. A possible intervention building on
my executive function strengths and attempting to develop my difficulties would have
been most appropriate. Clearly, my capacity for self-determination was far outpacing my
development of self-regulation capacities. Looking back, it seems likely my profile
pinned my issues to being interpreted as character flaws and/or the result of bad parenting
and was on track to being labeled emotionally disturbed. According to Dr. Ross Greene,
children who are most commonly referred for mental health assistance are paradoxically
the most poorly understood. The behavior management systems of the day treatment
program, and group home appeared to be working in replacing my negative or failing
skills with more positive functions, but perhaps not for the reasons that they thought. I
was not “emotionally disturbed” or full of flaws in the traditional, dismissive sense. I was
not one of the criminals housed there. I was simply behind in developing these skills. In
my own careful analysis after fact, I believe that I most often exhibited significant
executive function difficulties in the interpersonal, and intra personal arenas. These then
skewed my perceptions, feelings, and thoughts and actions that followed these miscues.
Children such as myself growing up in stressful environments have extreme
difficulty with concentrating, sitting still, following directions, and rebounding from
disappointments, all items which are required for success in school. When a child is
distracted by negative feelings of diminished self worth, and overwhelmed with
uncontrollable impulses, learning, put simply, is merely impossible. This explains why,
when a teacher asks a student with high ACEs to complete simple math equations or
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compile short sentences, there is a high probability the student may explode. Not
necessarily because they don’t like math or writing, but because their brain is not wired to
complete the task. While many students who have high ACEs struggle with both hot
(emotional control) and cool (academic) EF, in my situation, it was my hot EF skills that
were of major concern.
By the time I started fifth grade, the main effect of stress overload on my
prefrontal cortex resulted in the fact that I was having a hard time regulating my
emotions. The trauma or adverse childhood experiences in my life had converted to toxic
stress on my body’s stress response system. Following the assumptions from chapter 4,
my hippocampus and prefrontal cortex had been damaged, resulting in the output of
lagging executive function skills. My behavior and frequent outburst were not viewed at
as executive function deficits but rather defiance. I appeared to be a troubled young girl
in need of discipline and consequences.
Through the context of brain development and executive function, a light is shed
on the possibility that I was merely overwhelmed by uncontrollable impulsive and
distracted by negative feelings. Clearly I did not know how to manage my anger and had
very little ability to calm myself down after a trigger or provocation. My world felt out of
control, which explains my frequent desire to threaten or harm my younger brother or
classmates, all in effort to feel in control. Lewis (1989) wrote: “Children try to overcome
their feelings of vulnerability by inflicting violence on others” (p. 707). This situation is
common when the child is exposed to extreme household violence. Exposure to violence
can manifest in negative expectations and assumptions. Hopelessness, self-blame, and
lack of control are typical feelings that result from trauma and may lead to overwhelming
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despair. When violence occurs at home, the usual protection and security offered by
parents is destroyed and is replaced by fear and anxiety.
“I always felt scared…” Looking back, my exposure to violence explains why I
always felt scared. Having been exposed to violence I lacked a sense of security. I had
learned to anticipate constant danger. Judith Herman (1997) explains, “Adaptation to this
climate of constant danger requires a state of alertness. Children in an abusive
environment develop extraordinary ability to scan for warning signs of attack” (p. 99).
This is what it means to be in “survival mode” and relates to the physiological stress
response explained in Chapter Four. Children in survival mode cannot simple turn off the
survival mode the brain is conditioned to apply. As you may recall the areas of the brain
active in stressful states are different than those active in calm states, and predominantly
the areas required in calm states are those needed for learning. In my situation, my brain
had become very accustomed to survival mode. So, the learning activities I was being
asked to do in calm mode were merely impossible and I exhibited explosive behaviors.
Research has increased tremendously in recent years concerning the role of
executive functions in directing behavior (McCloskey, Perkins, & Van Divner, 2009).
Recently researchers are taking a closer look at EF because it is proving to be quite
malleable, even more so than direct cognitive skills. The prefrontal cortex is found to be
more responsive to intervention than other areas of the brain, and stays flexible well into
adolescence and early adulthood (Tough, 2012). Therefore, by focusing on strengthening
a child’s executive function deficits, we can increase the prospects for success in a
practical and efficient way, which as a result promotes long-term resilience.
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Chapter 7: Living Dual Lives
During eighth grade I got involved in every club and organization that I could. I
went back to 4-H, joined Future Leaders of America (FLA), Peer Mentors, Knowledge
Bowl, and Speech. I worked hard to stay on the honor roll, never the A because I am just
not that smart, but I always tried for the B. Slowly I started to earn back some trust. I kept
working hard, confident I could prove to be Good Bonnie.
Meanwhile, growing up in a small town there is not a lot for kids to do. I got
bored. Before long I was drinking and smoking pot. Drinking was old news to me. Even
as a little girl I took sips form my parents’ drinks at parties and the bar. I liked drinking. I
liked how it made me feel—except for the next morning. I drank beer and hard liquor,
anything I could get my hands on. I continued to sell cigarettes for money.
Once, on our way to a movie, my cousin introduced me to some friends. We
ditched the movie and drove around the lake. I watched from the backseat as the guy in
the front passenger seat took out a pipe and a baggie and started packing the greens in the
bowl. I had never smoked pot before, but I was curious. In school, I had heard about the
side effects: memory loss, fatigue, depression. The effects didn’t concern me too much,
but I was really nervous. The guy lit the pipe with his lighter and passed it to the driver.
The pipe was making its way around the car. It would soon be my turn. My hands were
shaking. Do I really want to do this? Yes. What if I don’t do it right? What if I start
coughing? I better take a small puff so I don’t look like a dork.
“Want a hit?” someone asked. I took the pipe. It was warm and it filled the
backseat with a sweet, bitter aroma. I put my lips on the end, pulled the smoke into my
mouth, and inhaled. I held it in for as long as I could, then slowly let the fainted cloud of
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smoke drift from my lungs. We continued to pass the pipe around the car. Several hits
later, I felt calm and relaxed. Everything blurred. Before I knew it, I was laughing
hysterically and craving junk food. I went home and put eye drops into my bloodshot
eyes.
I grew to like smoking weed. Burdens were lifted as I relaxed and calmed my
entire self. Smoking pot gave me an extreme sense of tranquility that I desired. I took any
chance I could to smoke up. Anyone I could smoke with became a new friend.
I didn’t want many people to know I smoked pot, though; Good Bonnie would
never do drugs. Thus began my split into two lives. Good Bonnie went to school and was
on the right path. Bad Bonnie went to a lot of parties and hung around guys that were
four, five, and six years older. I looked older and acted more mature than most kids my
age. Some of the older crowd knew how young I was. Some didn’t. Mostly no one cared.
Smoking pot opened the door to so many new faces who shared the same desire
as Bad Bonnie. One in particular meant a lot to me. I met him at a party. I had already
been stumbling around the bonfire, drunk for over an hour, flirting with guys and trying
to determine who might be worth pursuing. I knew if I could land an older guy, I would
be the envy of all the eighth-grade girls. There were many guys to choose from. I flirted
with this one and that one.
Then one guy in particular caught my drunken blurred eye. He had blonde hair
and the bluest eyes I had ever seen. I followed him into the house, leaving the bonfire
behind. There were several people in the house. I found a comfy chair to sit in and
admired him from afar. I watched as he talked to other people. I had to meet him. I
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stumbled over, threw my arms around his neck for balance and hung on. If I don’t
remember anything else in the morning, I hope I remember him.
“So, what’s your name?” I asked.
“James. James McKee,” he replied. I talked to him for awhile. I don’t remember
much more about the night. I think I blacked out.
The next morning I experienced a severe hangover. My head pounded and my
stomach ached liked rotten emptiness. One thing was for sure—I remembered his name.
Most weekends I went looking for pot. I had several older cousins with
connections. One cousin was pregnant and smoked me up (got me high) for helping her
around the house. When her baby was born, I babysat and continued to help around the
house. Her boyfriend was a small-time dealer and always had greens. Another cousin
smoked me up for helping to clean and do dishes. I was young and didn’t have a job, so I
learned to trade services for smoke. One of the guys who visited my cousin wore a cool
necklace with a secret: a skull head on a leather cord that held pot. He filled it with weed
and told me that for a kiss, it was mine for a week. A kiss seemed easy for weed.
Every party I went to I hoped I would see James. I had remembered his name and
now I wanted to know him. There was something intriguing about his light blonde hair
and brilliant blue eyes. I hoped I would see him again when I was not as drunk. Maybe I
could talk to him, get his number, ask him to hang out sometime. Of all the guys I was
meeting, no one seemed as interesting as him.
In the phone book, there were several McKees, so I decided to pick one and call.
My heart pounded hard in my chest as the phone rang.
“Hello,” a voice said.
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“Is James there?” I asked.
“No, you have the wrong McKee. Try Harold McKee. That’s his dad.”
“Okay. Thanks!” I said eagerly as I hung up. The words were golden to me. I
looked in the phone book. Harold McKee. I found the number dialed, waiting nervously.
“Hello,” a polite lady answered.
“Is James home?”
“No, he’s at work, at Pizza Hut. Give him a call there,” she said.
Once again I cracked open the phone book. Pizza Hut. I dialed the number and
asked for him.
I nervously asked him if he wanted to go out sometime, maybe see a movie. I held
my breath and waited for his response. He agreed, and we made plans for Friday night. I
attempted to ask my mom for permission to go on this date but was denied. So I made
plans to get a ride to the movie and go anyway. Forrest Gump was playing in the theater
then. As James drove me home, we started talking about school. He attended school in a
different town, so he had no idea how young I was. I was thirteen and in the eighth grade.
He was seventeen and in his senior year. Four years doesn’t seem like a big deal, except
that a senior would never date an eighth grader.
“So, you’re a junior, right?” he asked me. He doesn’t know? He thinks I’m a
junior? I better agree or he will be really mad to learn the truth.
“Yeah, I am,” I sputtered out.
Lying was the easy part. Keeping it a secret was not so easy. We went on a
second date. I wanted so badly to tell him, but I liked him so much and I knew he
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wouldn’t go for it. I couldn’t tell him, but soon enough people who knew me revealed my
secret.
The dating was over, but somehow we stayed friends. I chased him with the hope
that someday we would date again and for whatever reason, he tolerated me and accepted
me as a friend. People teased me for chasing him, but I didn’t care. I always wanted to be
around him; being around him meant drinking and smoking pot. I wanted so much to
show him I could party with the older kids. So I did. This would prove to be another bad
choice.
James played hockey. I tried to go to all of his home games. Getting rides to the
arena, which was fifteen minutes from my house, was sometimes challenging. To see
James, I often had to flirt with not-so-attractive guys to get a ride to the game. It was
worth it to see him play. I grew to like hockey a lot. I thought it would be awesome to
play on a girls’ team. I did some checking and found a girls’ team about twenty minutes
away from my home that I could join. I had never played hockey before, but I was
incredibly excited about the idea.
I asked my mom if I could play hockey. She thought I was nuts. She tried to say
no but instead her answer was, “You can play hockey if you pay for your equipment.” I
knew plenty of ways I could make the money, but I made the choice to earn it in a
positive way: not stealing it, not selling cigarettes. I asked my dad if I could help him on
the farm, and he put me to work trapping pocket gophers. All summer long, I trapped
pocket gophers on our farm and for the neighbors. I set fifteen traps a day on our old
three-wheeler, “the cuss-mobile” (everyone seemed to cuss at it), and went to check them
the next day. After finding a full trap, I cut off the gophers’ front paws and saved the
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paws in a jar of alcohol. Each paw I turned in had a fifty-cent bounty, a dollar per gopher.
I needed a lot of gophers, but it worked. It was just enough to buy used hockey
equipment, and I was able to join the team. Playing hockey was one of the best things
Good Bonnie ever did.
Good Bonnie was doing so well in school that at the end of eighth grade the
school counselor told me about Post Secondary Enrollment, saying, “If you keep your
grades up, you can go to college your junior and senior year of high school and the
credits will count for both high school and college. Best of all, it is completely FREE.”
Free college? No one in either my mom’s or my dad’s side of the family had ever gone to
college after high school. Mom had a two-year accounting degree, but that was because
after her stroke she had no choice but to go learn a new occupation. College had never
even been discussed at home. It was tradition in my family to get a job after high school,
mostly because there was no way anyone could afford college. I could choose to go to
college? For two years? For free? I had to do it.
Suddenly, I had dreams and goals. I was given the ticket to do whatever I wanted
in life. I knew if my first two years of college were free that somehow I could figure out
how to pay for at least two more. I could go to college. I could choose to go college
anywhere I wanted to go and become whomever I wanted to be. I was free! I spent the
next year trying to figure out what I wanted to go to college for. An astronaut? Scientist?
Doctor? Veterinarian? Teacher, maybe?
Around this time, I began confirmation class at my mom’s church. It was a
struggle. I was so eager to develop my faith and learn about God. I had so many
questions, and I was excited to finally get some answers. I wanted to be part of the class,
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but I found it hard to control myself. I was often off task or made obnoxious comments.
Nearly every week I was asked to leave class.
Bonfire parties were common. I could always count on a bunch of different
people sitting around a big fire, getting drunk, and smoking pot. I don’t remember much
from one particular night except carrying around a bottle, drinking, drinking, drinking,
hanging on guys, drinking, and trying my darndest to get to and from the bathroom
without falling down or wetting my pants. I stumbled across the yard dragging my feet
over every bump of the lumpy lawn. I can’t walk in a straight line, but I can’t fall down
because that is so uncool. I need to act older and be cool.
At the end of the night, most of the people went into the house to crash. Natural
Born Killers was in the VCR, and I lay on the floor and attempted to watch. I was so high
and so drunk. I tried to make sense of the movie, but the changes from the color scenes to
the black and white were too crazy. I passed out on the living room floor.
When I woke up the next morning, bodies of other people passed out were
scattered all over the floor next to me. I didn’t know most of the people, except I
remembered kissing one of the guys the night before. I was pretty sure it was nothing
more than a kiss. I walked into the kitchen and opened the fridge. It was my cousin’s
house, so I knew I could dig for food. Everyone was still asleep, but my stomach hurt so
badly. If I could just eat something, I might feel better. In the freezer I found a bag of
frozen strawberries. I took some out and tried to break through the frozen fruit with my
teeth. I struggled through about six strawberries.
In about an hour, people started waking up and departing. My cousin and I
decided to go to town to get McDonald’s. I climbed in the backseat, allowing her friend
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to take shotgun. Two miles down the road, we each lit up a cig. I took a puff and inhaled.
My stomach turned over and I threw my cig out the window.
“Oh, I feel so sick. Pull over! Pull over!” I yelled. I could feel the chunks coming.
The car screeched to a halt. The passenger side door flew open and her friend hopped out,
nearly rolling down the ditch. I didn’t make it out of the backseat. The vomit came fast
and hard. I barely had my head out of the car, but the stream made it into the ditch. The
stream was hard and steady. Pieces of strawberry, burning with alcohol and chunks of
stomach. I hurled three times. Wiped my mouth on my sleeve, sat back, and said. “Okay.
Let’s go.” Up front they laughed about my panicked pleas to pull over and the remnants
of strawberries.
I was feeling much better by the time we got to McDonald’s. I was really excited
to see that one of the guys I knew was working. He was gorgeous. I immediately started
flirting with him. “Hi, Bob,” I said. He gave me the most disgusted look. As we drove
away, my cousin brought it to my attention that flirting with guys when you have vomit
and strawberry chunks in your hair doesn’t usually score a date. I looked down. I had
vomit stains on my jeans, on my sleeve, and sure enough, chunks in my hair.
Meanwhile, Good Bonnie was dreaming about college, earning student of the
month, and trying to hang out with friends who would never be caught dead drinking or
doing drugs. If I keep my lives separate, far enough away from each other, no one would
know.
Good Bonnie was almost caught being bad at school. I had been out the night
before and I was extremely tired. No Doz seemed to be a good wake-me-up. So I decided
to take two. Fifteen minutes later, I didn’t feel anything so I took two more. Then two
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more, and two more, until the bottle was empty. Forty minutes later it hit me. I was
shaking and jittering so bad. My hand refused to stay still and my head was spinning. I
felt like a zombie stirring inside. I got up and walked out of class. My head felt like it was
going to explode. My stomach was rotten. I went to the bathroom and locked myself in
the stall. My friends told me later, they knew something was up and they were worried.
They went to the office and said that I had taken something. When the school secretary
came into to check on me I tried to lie and said I was fine. I think I passed out or blacked
out or something because the next thing I knew I was talking to a doctor. I never took No
Doz again.
Bad Bonnie kept making the choice to hang out with the wrong crowd,
encouraged by having lot of friends, especially the guys. Eventually the guy I had met at
the group home called me. Ah ha! I knew I was better than the blonde roommate. He only
wanted to see me during the day, so I chose to skip school, and he came over to my
house. Skipping school with Jake became a regular deal. Making out and watching
movies was our thing. While we never slept together, we did everything else. I didn’t feel
like it was sex, because we didn’t go all the way. “I’ll smoke you up if you suck me,” he
said one day. I agreed, but was scared to do it. It reminded me of the silly games I had
played when I was younger. I wanted the high, but I was so slow. I sat there and stared at
his zipper and ran my fingers on the outside of his pants. I couldn’t do it. I tried to tell
myself not to be scared, but I couldn’t push myself to open the zipper and reach inside.
He opened his pants for me. “I didn’t take it out for air,” he said. “Do you want
help?” He reached for my hand, placing it inside his pants. I could feel his warm flannel
boxers. He grabbed my head and pushed it down. I really don’t want to do this. Gross. I
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closed my eyes and opened my mouth. I tried to do whatever he said. I started gagging,
feeling the hot tears in my eyes, trying to think of something else, be somewhere else. I
tried not to cry, I tried not to gag, and was thankful it was over. Our visits continued
regularly. I hated giving him oral sex, but I liked the attention and I liked getting high.
The guys liked me. I wanted to be liked. So it became almost like a business for
me. Exchanging oral sex for drugs and money wasn’t a choice I liked to make, but I was
willing to do it for the drugs. It was a just business decision. Getting high helped me to
get rid of the tremendous pain I felt. Before long I became desperate for the high. I didn’t
care how I got it. Giving oral sex seemed repulsive, yet it fulfilled a habit that had more
power than self-respect.
Summer before my freshman year was high time for sneak outs and smoke ups.
Almost every night I went out and smoked up. Several times I went camping with my
friends. Huddled in a small tent, we smoked for hours, getting completely power baked
(really high). I got so stoned I forgot where I was and who I was with. Bad Bonnie
always hung out with the older crowd. It was an easy choice. I fit in. I felt normal.
In ninth grade, the second year of confirmation, our class was split into pairs, and
each pair met with an adult for our lesson. My class leader was also my confirmation
mentor. I respected her because she thought I was a good kid. She was always happy to
see me. She thinks I am a good kid. She believes in me. I can tell by the way she takes an
interest in me and wants to know how things are going. Any other older lady asking me
so many questions would have irritated me, and I would have judged them as nosy, but
not her. She loved me, really loved me, and refused to see me as a troublemaker. “Don’t
you think I’m a bad kid?” I asked her.
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“Why would I think that? You are not a bad kid,” she replied.
Bad Bonnie hadn’t been around for awhile, but before long she was back at the
parties. James had moved away to college, so things were different. I still craved the
relaxing high that smoking pot provided. Getting to the parties was sometimes a
challenge, but I knew the easy solution. If I flirted with guys who had cars, finding a ride
came easy. Most guys I chased just to get a ride. I flirted for rides, booze, and pot. It was
easy to manipulate guys to get what I wanted. Little did I know this would affect my selfimage in the long run.
New Year’s Eve, party night, there would be guys, and there would be pot. I
hoped James would be there, but he wasn’t. For the first time, I ate a funny brownie,
made from cooking pot in the brownie batter. It was good. It was so good I could have
eaten everyone in the whole pan, a million pans. It was a new kind of high and I liked it.
Hawthorne was there, and I spent most of the night making out with him in his room.
I was so hung over the next morning. Still, Good Bonnie was going to work at the
skating rink warming house in town. It was my first real job. Two other kids in town and
I took turns managing the ice rink and warming house. My duties included unlocking the
door, shoveling the ice and playing hockey with the neighborhood kids. I loved it because
I could skate almost every day.
At school I chose to apply for a full scholarship to attend college summer
programs. For two full weeks I was able to attend the theatre program at Gustavus
Adolphus College in Minnesota, about ninety miles from home. It was a dream come
true. My mom dropped me off there, but I needed a ride home and I knew Hawthorne
would never come and get me. However, James was home from college and I knew he
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would totally be up for the road trip. I talked James and his friend Shaq (nicknamed for
being well over 6 feet tall) into picking me up when the two weeks were over. The
summer staff was cool and they let us have college privileges, meaning we could smoke
if we wanted to. It was a great freedom. I liked the college feel and I couldn’t wait to
actually go to college. All I had to do was keep my grades up.
I tripped on acid for the first time when James and Shaq and some other guy
picked me up. Shaq handed me a small piece of paper and told me to put it on my tongue.
Everything seemed to spin. Colors stood out and became brighter. We went over to my
friend Jackie’s house and swam in her pool. The water felt amazing, but I kept thinking
we were in a bath of oil. I felt like the world stopped and I was in a cartoon world.
I met some new friends that summer, older guys I had never hung out with before.
Jackie had been dating one of the guys. Most of my friends had been bragging about
losing their virginity. I felt like I was falling behind. I had made out a lot, but I had never
had intercourse. I was dreaming of the day that I could share that with James.
Jackie and I snuck out and went to a party with her new friends. I had a lot to
drink and began carrying around beer in “my fridge,” which was a bag of ice that I
stuffed beer into so I didn’t need to go to the fridge to get one. We snuck back in that
night and I was so drunk I almost woke up my mom and blew it. I felt invincible, so I put
on a disguise and told my friend we couldn’t be seen if I had my disguise on.
We chose to party with these new friends a few more times. I started to like one of
the guys. Then one night I got completely trashed. The oldest guy, who was thirteen years
older than me, told me to crash in his room. I was glad he was being so cool to me. His
room had trash and dirty clothes all over the floor, It was disgusting, but I needed to lie
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down. He came in and lay by me. He started kissing me. I didn’t want him to, but I was
too drunk to tell him to stop. He pulled off my pants. I told him I wasn’t ready, but he
kept going. I was so scared. I didn’t say anything. I just lay there.
I started to cry. He had his nipples pierced and they were scratching my chest. As
he kept going, he started to sweat. The sweat dripped off him and in my face. I felt the
drips in my ears, in my nose, and I could taste the bitterness in my mouth. The drops
landed in my eyes and my eyes burned. I closed my eyes but the tears still ran. I never
imagined my first time would be like this. I didn’t say a word I was so scared. He finally
left and I went home. I kept thinking: Did he rape me? Well, I didn’t say exactly say no, I
was too scared to say anything. I was so scared, and even more so I was incredibly
embarrassed, ashamed, and guilty. I just knew I had done something wrong.
I was excited to start tenth grade. One of the first things I did was get tickets to a
big concert. Kat, James, and Shaq and I were scheduled to go. At the last minute, Shaq
backed out so James swapped in a different friend, Jimbo. Jimbo was weird. I could tell
he was on something, but I wasn’t sure what. After the concert, we went back to James’s
place. Everyone, except for me and Kat, kept going back to James’s room and finally I
followed them back there to see what was up. They were doing lines. I had never tried
coke before and I wasn’t sure if I wanted to. I tried staying awake all night without it. The
guys wanted to stay up all night playing cards. I tried to keep up with them, but I
couldn’t. I knew I needed to get some sleep.
Bad Bonnie could hardly keep up with Good Bonnie’s schedule and goals and
before long I made the choice to do uppers to buy extra time in the day. I knew the first
semester of tenth grade I had to make the top twenty out of one hundred in my class in
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order to go to college the next year. I was number twenty-three in the start of the year,
which meant I had to make a choice to work hard and get some seriously good grades.
Every minute I wasn’t at work or attending a club meeting for one of my many
organizations, I was studying. I studied for tests at lunch and even while walking down
the hall to class I had my book open. In January, my report card came. For the first time
ever, Good Bonnie had made the A honor roll.
For my sweet sixteenth birthday, I threw a big party. Bad Bonnie’s friend’s
pitched in and bought me a pot pipe for my birthday. It was purple and silver with two
removable chambers. As soon as I took it out of the wrapping, we packed the bowl and
broke it in. I made the mistake of choosing to invite Good Bonnie’s friends to Bad
Bonnie’s party. About then is when I remember things started to get messy. The two lives
that I had tried so hard to keep separate were starting to blend. People who knew me as
Good Bonnie were starting to see Bad Bonnie. But I just kept on. I had pulled the grades
and I was going to college the next year; nothing else really mattered anymore.
Good Bonnie was working hard and earning money. So, in tenth grade, I decided
to buy a car. Owning a car was not as fun as it sounded. I had to work a lot of hours to
pay the car payments and the car insurance. In addition to all the hours I worked, I still
needed to study. At a party one night I was freaking out about staying up all night and not
having time to study. Stan, known for always having dope, was at the party.
“Let’s do a line. Then you will be awake to do your homework,” Stan said. It
seemed like a golden plan. I wanted to be with James when I did coke for the first time.
James was safe and I knew he could take care of me if something went wrong. Stan was
convincing, and I needed it now. The first time I ever did coke, I loved it. I was sure I
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could run a marathon. I was hooked instantly. I liked coke, but it was expensive, so I only
did it a few times a month. Before long, Shaq introduced me to crank. I had asked him to
hook me up with a small line, a bump. Shaq didn’t have coke; instead he had crank.
“Crank is cheaper, it lasts longer, and it’s easier to get,” he said. “I think I like it
more just because it lasts longer so you don’t have to do as much.” We did a line of
crank. It burned a little more than coke, but otherwise it didn’t seem much different. I
worried less about working so much, managing all the long hours to study after work.
Crank made me feel super human.
I don’t know when I started hanging out with Stan. Kat and I called him Freaky
Stain. He always had a large supply of drugs. I hung out with him because I knew I could
get whatever I wanted, when I wanted it. Most of the time he gave me the stuff without
asking for anything in return. He suggested sex, but failed to make me follow through.
When he wasn’t around, I hung out with his brother Lyle. Between the two of them, I
always had stuff. I chose to hang out with them nearly every night.
I went over to their house and they asked me if I wanted to drop acid. I had done
it before, so I thought, “Why not?” Stain handed me another small piece of paper and I
put it on my tongue. I didn’t feel anything for the longest time. We started to watch the
movie Trainspotting. The part where the guy dives in the toilet after the heroin and the
part where the baby crawls across the ceiling totally freaked me out.
When the movie was over, Freaky Stain shut off the TV, grabbed my hand, and
led me to his room. Everything seemed squishy, like I was in a bubble. We went to his
room and I lay on his bed. He came in, turned on a black light and Led Zeppelin, and lay
in bed by me. He started kissing me, and I asked him to stop.
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“I gave you the hit. Now it’s your turn,” he told me with a big grin that seemed to
vibrate off his face.
I finally talked him into bringing me home and just before dawn I snuck back in
the same window I had snuck out of, beating my mom’s alarm clock by mere minutes.
Kat had stayed over the night before and she was sleeping in my bed. I jumped on her
and woke her up. Still in a bubble.
“Time to get ready for school,” I kept saying.
“What are you on? Your eyes look really funny,” she said.
“They do? I better wear shades. Future’s so bright I gotta wear shades,” I started
singing. We got ready for school and just before we walked out the door, I grabbed about
a dozen Oreo cookies and hopped in my mom’s car. My mom was furious that I was
eating so many cookies, and she yelled at me the whole way to school. I laughed the
entire time, which made her angrier. I never went to school high before. I thought the
acid would wear off before school, but I was still in my bubble. I tried to act normal for
class. I couldn’t let anyone see Bad Bonnie.
Second hour, I took an algebra test. I couldn’t get my calculator to work. I pushed
the buttons over and over again, but the calculator laughed at me like a video game that I
was losing poorly on. The next day I got my test back. I earned two points. One for
putting my name on the top, the other for attempting to show my work, which looked a
lot like a toddler had practiced writing numbers on my paper. I was pretty ashamed; I
had really messed up. This was devastating to Good Bonnie. All I had to do was keep my
grades up.
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Good Bonnie went to school, then to work. Bad Bonnie did a line or two and then
stayed up all night doing homework. Back to school, and then work. It was a habit. I was
failing algebra and required the assistance of a tutor.
I kept hanging out with Freaky Stain and his brother Lyle. Instead of doing lines,
we started smoking the rocks on a piece of aluminum foil. They called it “doing a foily.”
The foil was lit underneath with a lighter and as the rock melted you inhaled the fumes. It
gave me a rush and kept me awake. I didn’t like the bitter taste of the fumes. I preferred
doing a line.
“We have to switch it up to give the cartilage in our nose a break,” Freaky Stain
tried to explain to me. Whatever, I just want to get high.
By the end of tenth grade sneaking out was no longer a factor. Either I went out
after work or I walked out the door. Crawling out my window was a thing of the past.
Kat was my best friend. We grew up together, but the deeper into drugs I got, the
further we grew apart. We are still friends and I love her, but things are different now. I
had different priorities back then and my choices were hard for her to deal with.
Study time again. Another long night at work and still homework to finish. I
pushed my books aside, making a clear spot on my desk. I reached over to my drawer and
pulled out my picture frame of Kat, James, Shaq, and me at Valleyfair. It was my famous
picture frame. I used the glass that held our picture inside as a plate. I picked up my
blade. I walked over to my secret hiding place and reached my fingers in. I felt the sticky
little baggy that held my rock in containment. I pulled it out, walked over to my desk
chair, and sat down.
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I put the little rock on the glass that protected the picture of me and my three best
friends. I took my razor blade and sliced the rock in half, again, again. I continued to
chop until the rock was broken into tiny particles. With the edge of the blade, I pulled in
one side, then the other side, forming it into a line. Beneath the glass, I made the white
powder line stretch from my nose running under each of my friends – Kat, James, and
Shaq. The line curved up slightly because Shaq was way taller than the rest of us.
I carefully licked the razor blade and set it down. The tangy taste remained on my
tongue. I liked the taste. I had grown used to it. It was distinct, a cross between a bittersweet tart and a fizz candy. I set the blade down and reached for my long, plastic
fabricated straw. It was once a pen used to write answers on my homework, now hollow
and used only to carry the sweet powder from the glass to my nose. I took a few deep
breaths. I put one end of the former pen shaft in my nostril. I plugged the other nostril
with my index finger. Inhale, exhale, inhale, exhale all the air in my lungs through my
mouth far enough from the plate to not disturb the line I so carefully stretched out. I bring
the other end of the straw to the beginning of the line.
All at once, I breathe in strong and hard, desperately pulling every particle
through the narrow tube into my nose and straight to my brain. I let the tube follow the
little line all the way to the end. I go back over the bareness of the glass searching for any
remains while inhaling each lost particle. Ah, it stings. Stings. Stings. The tears swell in
the corner of my eyes. I drop the straw. I take a few more deep pulls of air through my
nose. Part of the bitter clump drops down my esophagus and rests in my stomach. The
rest sits in my nasal cavity and slowly drips on the back of my throat. My eyes continue
to water. Immediately I feel the rush, as if every single cell in my body begins to awaken.
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I feel my eyes peel wide open. I am energized, ready to run, jump every hurdle, turn
around, and go back over the hurdles again. Awake. I’m wide awake and ready to study.
My hands shake as I write in the answers on my homework assignments.
When the study session is over, I creep up the basement stairs. It is early in the
morning. I am ready to sleep but wide awake. I want to come down. I want to sleep. I
know I must get some rest because I don’t have another rock to get through the day
awake. I must sleep. The fastest way to come down is to eat. Quietly, slowly, I pull open
the fridge. The bright light blinds me. My eyes adjust, and I scan the few food items
inside. I am not hungry. I have no appetite. The thought of eating disgusts me. I must eat,
it will make me tired and I can get some sleep before school. Nothing looks good. I close
the fridge. On the counter I see fresh bananas. Repulsive. However, I must eat
something. I think I can get one down. Just a few quick bites.
I peel back the sides and take a bite. Yuck. It is horrible. I don’t want to eat it. My
mouth is dry and my whole body screams no. I take another bite. I don’t want it, but I
know I must finish it. I take another bite, trying to eat it fast and get it over with. Keep
going. I take another bite. I start to gag. My throat says no. I get a drink of water and take
another bite. I have to eat this. Finally, I finish and throw the peel in the trash. I did it. I
ate the ridiculous banana, and now I can go to bed. I lie wide awake until my stomach
processes its contents and slowly the drug wears off. I become sleepy. Sleepy. I’m out.
I went on like that for months. I had to work full-time to pay for my car and
insurance. I had to study hard to keep my grades up to make it to college the next year.
Remember, free college. Last, I still had a lot of responsibility at home – chores to keep
the house clean and help my brother.
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All I needed to do was keep my grades up for sophomore year, and I could go to
college the next year. Three months left of school and I had had enough of working late,
doing the homework, and doing drugs to try to stay awake. I couldn’t keep up with it
anymore. I couldn’t hold everything together anymore.
I was tired of getting up in the morning. After closing at Subway each night,
getting up in the morning was really hard. I was pretty sick of going to school, dealing
with the cliques, and my attendance was getting shaky. I went into school, cleaned out
my locker, and carried all my books to the counselor’s office.
“What are you doing, Bonnie?” he asked.
“I’m quitting,” I told him. “I’m sick of this crap, and I’m dropping out. Here are
my books. I can’t do this. I quit.”
“You quit what?” he said.
“I quit school,” I said. “I can’t do all this anymore; I’m done.”
“Bonnie Laabs, you have three months left of tenth grade and then you are set to
go to college full-time next fall. Why would you quit now? Are you out of your mind?”
It’s a good thing he didn’t ask me if I was on drugs, not sure how I would have answered.
“I can’t take it anymore; I want out,” I said. “I can’t keep working my job and
doing the homework and coming to school. I need to keep the job to pay my bills, so
school will have to go.”
“How about I put you on independent study for the last three months?” he asked.
“Then you can come in each day, get your assignments, and do them at home. How does
that sound?”
“Manageable,” I said.
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So every teacher except one agreed to let me do my work independently. The
Spanish teacher wouldn’t budge. So each day I slept in, got up, did my homework, went
to school in the afternoon, turned in completed work, picked up new assignments, and
attended seventh hour Spanish class. After school I went to work, came home, and
crashed. Because I could sleep in, I didn’t need to do lines to stay awake to study. It
worked, and I completed tenth grade.
I wanted to go to church, but I grew to hate church. I needed it, but every time I
walked in the door, I could feel the judgmental eyes fall upon me, following me. I saw
the cliques in church. I was an outcast to them, a disgrace. Why bother getting out of bed
on Sunday morning?
Finally, summer! I picked up another job, bringing me to two regular jobs and a
pick-up job. Most days I worked a shift at Pizza Hut, changed uniforms in the car,
worked a shift at Subway, and then put in a few hours pressure-washing pigpens.
Whatever the combination, I worked a lot. I worked a ton of hours and then partied at
night. I got back into the bad habit of doing crank to stay awake. In fact, I would do meth
about four to five nights out of seven and then crash.
I could go a long time without sleeping. I went to work high and tweaked out
many times without thinking much about it. Tweaked is when you stay awake for several
days at a time. By the end of the summer, I started having more severe problems with my
stomach. It hurt when it was empty. It hurt when I ate. It always hurt. I was thin and my
hair fell out a lot. I wasn’t tiny, but for my size I was pretty small. I liked fitting into
smaller clothes. The sad thing was, I fit because I wasn’t eating. I was losing weight and
muscle. My choices were really taking a toll on my body.
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Good Bonnie kept on giving speeches in FLA and 4-H and working full-time. I
tried so hard to be good and happy and make good choices, but I was drowning in pain. I
felt guilty and ashamed all the time. I wanted to be a better person, but I didn’t know
how. Nobody can help me. No one understands. I am in this alone.
The rest of the summer I continued working three jobs and still seeing boys on the
side. I had to work. I needed the money for bills, car insurance, and car loans. Plus my
mom asked me to buy my personal supplies. Sometimes I didn’t have the money, so the
choice was often to steal the supplies. I relied on Planned Parenthood, so I did not get
pregnant. Having a baby would ruin my college dream for sure. I rarely saw my dad. He
worked long hours between his regular job and the farm chores. Besides, I was sure he
didn’t want to see me the way I was anyway.
I didn’t eat much because I was rarely hungry- unless I wanted to sleep. Then I
forced myself to eat in order to crash. When I came down, I crashed. I almost literally
crashed my car driving home late after work one night because I was coming down hard.
No matter how hard I tried to keep my eyes open, they wanted to close. My body craved
the sleep I had deprived it for so long.
The summer of tenth grade was when everything got even more intense. We
started doing crank heavily. The whole world moved faster. People talked faster, made
deals faster, interacted faster. Everyone had huge, dilated pupils. Attitudes were different.
People were cranky and irritable. Tension was high and trust was low. It seemed
everyone was on their own, searching for the cure, but still we called ourselves friends.
Relying on people to get your back, and look out for you, dissolved. Instead you watched
your own back.
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The meth trailer was the hangout for staying up all night, for days in a row.
Playing spades was what we did to pass the time. Chopping lines, playing spades.
Breathe out and then in deep. Get the whole line in. As the night went on, the lines got
longer and longer. After work, going to the trailer and tweaking became my routine.
By now I was lost in a dark world. I had no idea how I would ever escape. Awake
two, three, four days at a time. Longest was a week without sleep. Tweaking for that long
you start to freak out, get paranoid, and see the most disturbing things.
So hot. Did someone turn up the heat? It’s hot in here. Man, it’s hot. I need to
take my shirt off. I had the sweats. I sat there and played spades in my bra. It was so hot. I
looked across the table. McFoley and Shaq both had sweat running down their forehead.
Shaq put his hair in a ponytail; the back of his neck was drenched. Man, it’s hot in here.
The guys had seen my 4-H ribbons on the wall in my bedroom. They teased me, saying
that I had earned them doing bad stuff.
Sadness overtook me. 4-H was something Good Bonnie loved. I hardly knew her
anymore. I had earned the ribbons because of my talents and the excellent projects I
displayed at the fair. My expertise in youth leadership, citizenship, and showing my cat,
Andy. Andy, best friend who knew all of my secrets and loved me anyway. My Andy
who lay beside me and allowed me to cry all my tears into his fur, as if absorbing my
every hurt. The ribbons were earned honestly and wholeheartedly. These guys only saw
Bad Bonnie.
When I felt like no one understood, somehow I felt as though my Andy did. I
found Andy as a stray on the street. When I brought him home I hid him in my room for
almost a month until my mom found out. Mom was really mad and wanted me to get rid
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of him. Eventually, my mom caved in and Andy became a part of our family. Andy was
my best friend.
At the end of the summer, James and I decided to make some extra money on a
big deal of some really good stuff. We put our money together, and I went to an old
friend, Peter, for help. Peter gave us the money, but he warned me there would be serious
consequences if I screwed him over. James and I drove to the Twin Cities. It took a while
to find the guy. We were led to this guy, then that guy. We were given numbers to call
and then told to delete them after we called. Each step we took, I got more nervous.
“Who’s she? Is she cool? She better be cool,” one of the guys questioned James
because James brought a girl. Finally we got our stuff. The whole drive back I was
completely paranoid. Every car in the rearview mirror caused me to panic, thinking it was
the cops. Each digit over the speed limit made me think I was getting pulled over for
speeding. At home we had to split it out, getting every bag sold. I was a nervous wreck.
At any point, something could go wrong. In the end, it worked. Everything went
smoothly. We doubled the money. I could never do a deal again. I feared the
consequences of getting caught. That was crazy. I didn’t care how good the money was.
It was too risky. I can’t believe I never got busted by the police. I got caught speeding
more than enough times, but never got caught on drugs. I must have been really lucky.
James was also friends with a really freaky guy named Dahmer. James introduced
me to him at Samson’s house. I had never met Samson either. Both of the guys seemed
freaky to me, but then again, I was at the point where I trusted no one. As soon as
Dahmer met me, he offered me a big rock in a time bomb. A time bomb was folding a
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rock of crank in a piece of paper and swallowing it. When the paper dissolved, it left the
rock in your stomach as a time bomb.
I took it, then later found myself in a frightening situation. I did not want to do
anything with Dahmer. I had been warned that he was dirty and quite possibly had AIDS.
He stayed awake for months at a time on tweak. I ended up alone with him, and he
threatened to kill me if I didn’t make up for the time bomb he gave me earlier.
“Do you ever think about dying?” he asked as he stared seriously at me with all of
his freakiness.
Will he really kill me or is he just trying to mess with me? “What’s your
problem?” He asked. Throw up, I wanted to throw up. I wanted to know where James
was because I knew he would get me out of this mess. I couldn’t find him. I was scared to
death that Dahmer was going to seriously hurt me or kill me. I was really scared, so I
gave him what he wanted.
Escape. I want to escape. I feel trapped. This is not my life. I hate what is
happening to me and the situations I get caught in. I wanted to get higher and higher so
the pain would go away. I wished I could run away and never come back. If I didn’t have
something so amazing as starting college in the fall to look forward to, I would probably
kill myself. I want out, but I don’t know how.
I continued to wear a mask. People who knew Good Bonnie would have said
everything must be great. Good Bonnie was a success. A pretend success on drugs. Little
did they know behind the mask was Bad Bonnie who carried deep hurts and found relief
in getting high, living this horrible life.
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In the fall of my junior year, I started to attend community college full-time, for
free. I kept working and trying to keep up with my college classes, responsibilities at
home, all my organizations and clubs, and dealing with my stomach problems that no one
could figure out. My stomach hurt because the chemicals in meth, like bleach and Drano,
were eating holes in my stomach. I knew exactly why it hurt.
I was sixteen, and I had earned the opportunity to go to college free. This was my
dream. I knew the drugs were making a mess of things. I figured I could quit drugs when
I started college. After all, I didn’t want to mess up this college opportunity, so I needed
to quit the crap. It had been a long summer and I had partied hard, but now I was going to
clean up for college.
The college town was about forty minutes away, so soon after I started, I had the
wise idea to move out of my mom’s house and into an apartment that would be closer to
school. My roommates were users, a couple that I didn’t know well. I don’t know how I
talked my mom into letting me live on my own, but somehow I did. My dad thought I
was wasting my time going to college; he never liked the idea.
The rent was cheap, but I still needed to work to pay my bills, and I needed to
keep my grades up while in college. Living on my own at sixteen was the greatest sense
of freedom I had ever known. I was on my own. I bought my own groceries. Things were
okay for a few weeks, but I realized how hard it was not to have the security of my
mom’s shelter. My bills added up. My roommates ate my groceries and I was out of
money to buy more. I went to the food shelf to get food, but my roommates ate that, too. I
had to keep working a ton of hours and get my homework done to try to pull the grades. I
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needed all the tweak I could get, but I didn’t have the money and I wanted to stay clean
for college.
After two months in the apartment, I felt like my life was spinning out of control.
I couldn’t handle the bills, and I couldn’t handle the roommates. I packed everything into
my little car and, in one night, moved home.
The inner battle to do drugs or stay clean was fierce inside of me. It was a struggle
I could not win. I sat at the kitchen table. It had been a long night at work. I completed
the closing shift, and now I needed to complete my homework for the next day of school.
I was so tired. I wished I could go to bed. Bed sounded like a good idea. I needed to keep
reading. I had a test the next day. I needed to study. I needed to get a good grade on the
test. My eyes throbbed. I struggled to follow each line on the page. I lost my place and
started over and over again. Keep reading. Try to remember. Bed sounded good. I could
get up early and read, and then it would be fresh in my mind. Don’t be silly. I can hardly
get out of bed in the morning let alone early. I would never get up to read. Keep reading.
Follow the words. Try to remember. I need a line. A small line, just enough to keep me
awake to read this chapter. I need a line. Just go to bed. No, keep reading. Follow the
lines. I can do it with a line. I need a line. I picked up the phone and called a friend.
“Can you come over and bring me a small bump? I’ll make it up to you.” I didn’t
know how I would pay for it, but I could figure it out later. How long until you get here?
Fifteen minutes? Deal.” Fifteen minutes to being awake. Fifteen minutes. Stay awake.
Keep reading.
I felt so crabby, so irritated. When people talked to me or got too close, my skin
felt like it was crawling. Get away from me. Leave me alone. Leave me the h--- alone.
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My skin itched. The bugs. The bugs keep crawling on my arms. Get off of me.
My life was in a spin. Trapped in a big, spinning nightmare.
The trailer. The meth trailer. There were two that we hung at. I never knew who
lived there. The residence changed over so fast. Who cares who lives here, just give me
the stuff, and let me hang out for a while.
I needed a boost for work. Using at work, on the job. Going in the bathroom.
Taking a rock and putting it in my cup of pop, or folding it in a small piece of paper,
eating it as a time bomb to dissolve in my stomach. Doing a line in the bathroom.
Sniffling, sniffling, sniffling. Trying to help customers. My heartbeat pounding out of
my chest. Stay awake, earn more shifts, and earn more money. Work, work, work, work
hard. Stay awake for days, go to work, working. Eat something, and then crash.
Spin, spin, spin. My life continued to spin. Awake, awake, awake, two, three, four
days at a time. Awake for a week without sleep. Freak out. Get paranoid and see
disturbing things.
About half way through my junior year of high school/freshman year of college,
things really fell apart fast. My boss called me into his office at work and told me my
mood swings were out of control, and he had decided to let me go. I crashed my car and
had to figure out how to buy another one. At home my mom and I were fighting violently
nearly every day. I was angry and furious almost all the time. I wanted her off my back.
She found my plate, straw, and blade one time. I lied. The lies came so easy. The lies
flowed out of my mouth. She continued to push until I hit her. I hit my mom, punched her
in the back after she turned away. Stay away, Mom, just stay away. It’s for your own
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good. You have no idea what a mess I’m in. It was a chain of bad events. I was out of
control. My life was complete chaos. The crank was taking over.
A few months later, the college sent my transcript to the high school. It wasn’t
good. The high school counselor called me in his office and said, “If you can’t handle it
at college, you are coming back to high school.” No! I had worked so hard for this. This
was my dream, my ticket out of here. If I wanted to do something really great with my
life, this was it. And I was losing everything.
I went home and looked at myself in the mirror. I saw my dilated pupils, my face
sunken in. I had lesions and sores from digging on my face during paranoia. No makeup
in the world could cover up my face. And my stomach hurt so badly. The drugs were
killing me, and now they were killing my dream. Crank was destroying my life. This is a
big, freaking nightmare. I want to wake up. Want it gone. Only a short time and things
were going downhill in a drastic way. I was popular with the guys. I asked for a line of
coke, they gave it to me, but this was not what I wanted for my life.
I’ve got to cut back on doing drugs. Yeah, I’m going to cut way back. Maybe just
a little pot, but nothing else. I only smoked pot once in awhile because I preferred the
powders. I didn’t drink much anymore, either, because it was a waste. The powder
overpowered the central nervous system and the alcohol had no effect. Drinking wasn’t
worth wasting the money. So if I cut back to only pot, I thought I could handle it.
A couple weeks went by and I did okay. Then I went with Gabriel to see
Sebastian and Hawthorne. I hadn’t seen Hawthorne for awhile, but I heard he had gotten
pretty bad. I tried to stay sober, but before long I gave in.
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“C’mon, Laabs,” he teased. “What? Do you think you are too good for us now?” I
sat and watched. Foily after foily my friends smoked, melted each rock into thin air. Line
after line until everything was gone. I joined in. We ran out. Not a problem. Hawthorne
picked up the phone and paged Morgan, the dealer. Hawthorne sat on the couch and
rocked, rocked, rocked, questioning why Morgan didn’t promptly return the call. He
continued to rock and questioned more. I was high, but I could still see the paranoia.
Only five minutes had passed when the call came. Hawthorne walked in the other room
to answer.
“Yeah, can we get some more?” he asked into the phone. In his voice I could hear
the fear, the panic. What if the answer is no? What will I do? What would he do? What
would I do? Would I freak out? Gabriel was an angel. I could see the shimmer of light
around him. Was I seeing stuff that wasn’t really there?
I went into the bathroom and locked the door. I sat on the toilet and put my head
in my hands. Why am I here? What am I doing? I was going to cut back. I don’t want to
be here, seeing this. I need help. I need to quit this. Oh God, I need to quit. I sat on the
toilet trying to release the toxins inside. What came out was clear. Everything was clear,
and I wasn’t sure if it was urine or diarrhea. It was clear.
At the sink, I reached for the soap and turned on the water and looked at the wall
behind the sink. I wanted so badly to look up, look up, look in the mirror, see my face. I
hated to look at myself in the mirror. An ultra quick glance was all I could manage these
days. I was too ashamed to let my eyes lock with my eyes, to study my face. I turned my
hands over and over in the water. My eyes grazed the back of the wall and the bottom
edge of the medicine cabinet that held the mirror. I studied the pattern of the wallpaper.
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Look, just look. Why? LOOK. Why? The reflecting is horrible and hopeless. I must have
stood there for ten minutes trying to force my eyes to look in the mirror. I couldn’t. I
wouldn’t. I turned off the water, dried my hands, and left the bathroom. I need to quit, but
not tonight. Once again I lost the inner battle. I just couldn’t do it.
I walked through the kitchen. A full pizza sat cold on the counter, the remnants of
someone hungry but unable to eat. My stomach groaned. Even if I wanted to eat, I
couldn’t. I sat on the couch next to Hawthorne. “It’s coming,” he said. “It will be here
soon. Yeah, any minute.” Hawthorne paced back and forth, to the window, to the door,
window, door, couch, door, window, until Morgan arrived with the stuff.
Another foily, another line, another line. Foily, line, foily, line, pipe, line, foily,
bong, beer, foily, line. Eight hours non-stop. Run out. Call Morgan. Get more. Foily, line,
line, line, foily, pipe. Spin, spin, spin. Awake, awake, awake. Freak out. See the most
disturbing things. Check the door, check the window, door, window. Freak out. Paranoid.
Major paranoid. This is insane. I’m going insane. This is too much. Go home, force
myself to eat something. Crash.
I was high again. I had class the next morning, and I hadn’t studied. I failed the
test, and I knew the high school counselor would pull me out of college when he found
out. Crap.
I went home and locked myself in my room and sat on my bed. I cried for a long
time. Held my Andy and cried my tears into his fur. How could I have gotten this bad?
What happened to Good Bonnie? What happened to the confidence I once had in myself?
I didn’t know who to talk to, and I was too scared to tell my parents what a mess I was in.
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What if they sent me to that group home again? I would lose college for sure, but I was
already losing it. I saw my Bible sitting on the shelf. God, I need Jesus so bad right now.
I slept for a long time as I came down. I spent almost a week in my room, holding
my Bible and talking to God. I just rocked back on forth on my bed. It actually felt like
demons were coming out of me, and I believe they were. God, I don’t want to be a bad
kid. I want to be a good kid. I want to go to college and do some really great things with
my life. Please God! Help me be a good kid. Jesus, I need your strength. Help me make
better choices and start being a good kid. Please help me stop using drugs. Please, Jesus,
help me. Please. Please. Please. Jesus, I need your forgiveness. Please, Jesus, forgive me.
Forgive me. Please, Jesus, forgive me.
I had so many goals I wanted to accomplish and I had big dreams, but I knew I
was going to lose everything if I didn’t make the choice to quit doing drugs. As I prayed,
I began to feel stronger and stronger. There is strength in faith.
I have to quit. I choose to quit. God, if you help me, I can quit. I never want to do
drugs again. I don’t want to hang out with those people. I want out. Please, God, help
me. I need your help. I am going to quit. It was the biggest choice in my life. But
achieving my goals was way more important than any party, any drug, and any high. I
chose to quit. I chose God. I don’t want to be Bad Bonnie anymore. I want to be Good
Bonnie, Better than Good Bonnie, Beautiful Bonnie. God, help me be Beautiful.
After I came out of my room after that long week, I chose not to talk to anyone
who had anything to do with drugs or anything that would keep me from focusing on my
goals. Quitting was a choice, so I took one choice at a time and made sure I made the
right one every time.
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It was hard. Really hard. I’m not going to lie. Every cell in my body craved the
powders. I just kept telling myself over and over, “You are done; you are going to do
this.” I left the rest up to God. I could feel his presence, and I knew I had the strength to
keep going.
I was also really lonely. Extremely lonely. All the “friends” I had hung out with
were never really my friends; they were just people who shared my drug habit. They
called my house, but I refused to take their calls. I enforced a screening policy that my
mom and brother followed. All my true friends didn’t want anything to do with me,
because I had hurt them so much. But I was determined. I studied hard and did all the
things Good Bonnie would do, and I did them exceptionally well without Bad Bonnie.
I sat home alone and watched movies almost every weekend. I ate tons of ice
cream. I put on weight. I didn’t care. I was healthy and eating. My stomach started to feel
better and the ulcers went away. I missed James, but I didn’t want anything to do with
drugs and James came with drugs. I was very lonely, but chose to put my energy into
positive things. I excelled in 4-H and FLA. I tried cheerleading my senior year. I replaced
party time with positive activities and slowly those new activities brought new
friendships. I quit working so hard and committed to making money in honest ways. I
refused to steal. Each day sober, each choice I made, I moved further and further from
Bad Bonnie.
Slowly the pain and hurt dissolved. What I didn’t understand before is, Good
Bonnie could have goals and be successful, but with the garbage and misery Bad Bonnie
carried, it didn’t change anything. Good Bonnie was nothing if Bad Bonnie existed. The
ultimate change transpired with the belief and hope that my choices alone could rid Bad
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Bonnie. It was then my pain truly began to decrease. Belief and hope…conquered the
pain. Whatever it takes. I did whatever it took. I was done doing drugs. So, each choice I
made, no matter how hard it was, one choice at a time, I chose not to do drugs.
I am so glad I made the right choice. I sometimes see the “friends” that I once
hung out with. Many of them still do drugs. Their lives are not so great. They have huge
financial problems. Some are in jail. Most can’t keep a job. I have accomplished many
things while some of my former friends have been in jail or prison. I am so glad I quit
when I did because only a few months after I quit the friends I had been hanging with
every day started to get busted. That could have been me.
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Chapter 8- Resilience: Protective Factors
The last chapter highlighted the struggles of finding my way as a teenager. I chose
to resort to substance abuse as a form of self-medication. However, I ultimately showed
great resilience and overcame my situation. In this chapter I will review literature
surrounding resilience, and apply it to these memories from my teenage years.
According to Felitti et al. (1998), adolescents with a history of high (four or more
categories) ACEs are twice as likely to smoke, seven times more likely to consume
alcohol at a young age, and seven times more likely to have had sex before age fifteen.
Those with an ACE score of 6 or higher were thirty times more likely to attempt suicide.
Those that do rely on alcohol use it as a means to coping with stress rather than for social
interactions (Felitti, et al., 1998). The coping mechanisms of adopting unhealthy lifestyle
choices shed light on why higher ACE scores are associated with tobacco and illegal drug
use, obesity, and sexual promiscuity. When an individual has experienced high levels of
trauma, it makes sense to seek ways of numbing the pain.
This probability of high ACEs correlated with risk was unfortunately present in
my life. Given my personal ACE score of 9, these correlations mirror my path from
childhood adversity into self-medication and coping mechanisms of alcohol, drugs, and
promiscuity. I was searching for a way out. I wanted so desperately for the pain to be
gone. Getting high presented the opportunity for a temporary numbing, or relief. My life
was divided into the two characters of Good Bonnie and Bad Bonnie. While a part of me
was comfortable using drugs to cope, there was also a desire within me to succeed and
overcome. That desire intrigues me, because I feel it is the very essence upon which my
resilience is based.
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As defined previously, resilience is the stress-resistant personal quality which
permits one to thrive in spite of adversity (Ahern, Ark, & Byers, 2008). We must then
determine how resilience is identified. Masten presents this criteria: “Identifying
resilience in a person’s life requires two kids of evaluation: judgment about exposure to
adversity and judgments about how well the person is doing in the midst or aftermath of
the adversity” (Masten A. S., 2014, p. 13). Therefore, measuring resilience depends upon
the presence of adversity.
Research on resilience has proliferated over the past 40-50 years and has been
grouped by Masten (2014) in four waves. The first wave was definitive in describing
resilience and establishing parameters for how it can be measured and described,
including predictors and outcomes in response to adversity. The second wave shifted into
the process of resilience. Researchers aimed to uncover the process of protective or
preventative factors which led to resilience, along with the process of positive
development in contrast to risk. Around this time (1980), Positive Youth Development
was forming. Prior youth work was focused on youth problems and deficits; PYD is
geared towards development of positive characteristics of youth, organized by five C’s:
competence, confidence, connection, character, caring (Pittman, 2000). This led into the
third wave of resilience research which examined interventions promoting resilience
intertwined with the continuation of testing theories from the first two waves. Finally,
recent interest and advances in genetics and neuroscience are promoting the fourth wave
of resilience focusing on the interactions of brain development, stress hormones, and
human adaptive systems in the context of nurturing and fostering resilience (Masten A.
S., 2014, pp. 6-7).
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Arising from the arsenal of research on resilience, the most surprising finding is
that resilience is actually quite ordinary and common. According to Masten, “Resilience
emerges from commonplace adaptive systems for human development, such as a healthy
human brain in good working order; close relationships with competent caring adults;
committed families; effective schools and communities; opportunities to succeed; and
beliefs in the self, nurtured by positive interactions with the world” (p. 8). It is most often
the resources and protective factors which yield to the success of a young person.
Looking back on my life, at first my ability to break free, how did I do it? How
exactly was I able to cut ties with such a captivating and deep addiction? Resilience
research provides a lens to understand, through the protective factors which Masten
presents in her appropriately-titled book, Ordinary Magic. The figure below presents a
short list of widely reported protective factors associated with young people who have
exhibited resilience. I will take a closer look by diagnosing each listed item in context of
the memoir from the previous chapter.
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Figure 8.1. The McCloskey Model of Executive Function, Source: Assessment of Executive Function,
2009 Copyright McCloskey

Attachment and Close Relationships
Parents and caregivers play a supremely important role in the development of a
young child. As the child grows older, the importance of adult relationships within the
school, neighborhood and community, including teachers, mentors, coaches, and
ministers, play a crucial role in development. Friends and later romantic partners are also
latent protective relationships (Masten A. S., 2014, p. 150). These protective relationships
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were a key component to the development of my resilience. While I believe my parents
loved me, the quality of parenting they provided was substandard. However, I had
numerous positive adult relationships with teachers and community leaders; three of the
most prominent were my foster mom (Chapter 5), the volunteer woman I met while at the
group home (Chapter 5), and my confirmation mentor (Chapter 7). These three women
displayed unconditional love and support all through my adolescent and young adult
years. The assured me I was not a bad kid. I often found myself perplexed as to why they
cared about me as much as they did.
Attachment theory was first described by John Bowlby (1982), who viewed
attachment as a natural protective system keeping young animals from danger. His idea
later transcended to the bond between primary caregiver and newborn. A perceived threat
could trigger attachment behaviors such as crying or staying close for comfort. Thus
attachment figures afford security for exploration and learning, while separation can
present anxiety, reunion will bring relief and comfort (Masten A. S., 2014). My parents
may not have provided secure attachments relationships to foster resilience but thankfully
I did have the other three close nurturing relationships with adults who could provide the
emotional security I needed.
In addition to positive adult relationships, I also had a special closeness with my
cat. There is something to be said for the comfort pets bring us. My cat saw me through
so many sad days. I am so glad I had a pet when my life was so challenging. Philip
Tedeschi, professor and executive director of the Institute for Human-Animal Connection
within the University of Denver, states that “fostering resiliency, through animal care can
increase protective factors for children” (Elvove, Tedeschi, & Brandes, 2015). While
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there in very little research surrounding the connection to pets and resilience in
childhood, I strongly believe that pets provide attachment and can play an important part
in promoting resilience in a similar way to how animal therapy is widely accepted as a
comfort for many other conditions.
Intelligence and Problem Solving Skills
Intelligence has proven to be a protective influence in high adversity and is
associated with high competence. Resilience does not require a high level of intelligence.
However, higher intelligence can provide stronger cognitive skills relating to problem
solving and navigating difficult life challenges (Masten A. S., 2014). I have never
considered myself highly intelligent, but perhaps slightly above average intelligence. As
discussed in Chapter Six, while my executive functions skills relating to interpersonal
issues presented issues, I was always capable of doing well academically. Additionally, I
have always seemed able to navigate problem solving through difficult life challenges.
There were many times I was not sure of the steps I should take to solve a problem, but
most importantly I always seemed to have a good idea of who to ask for help to
accomplish goals. I think knowing who to seek for help is very crucial in terms of
resilience.
Self-Control
Self-regulation, as introduced in Chapter Six, stands out as one of the executive
function skills in which I struggled. As I grew older, my self-regulation skills did develop
more. Perhaps it was aging and normal maturity of the brain. Perhaps it was the therapy,
group home or other interventions I received which played a role in its development. As
learned previously, children growing up in severe adversity can have greater deficits in
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executive function skills. However, those executive function skills can be retrained and
strengthened over time. It is important to learn how to deal with and learn from failures.
Therefore, interventions focused on improving executive function skills should play a
vital role in promoting resilience.
Motivation
From the earliest age I can recall ambitions and desires to make an imprint in the
world. I wanted to succeed, which is why I think the youth organizations such as 4-H,
Future Leaders of America, and others were especially transformative to my personal
development. These organizations provided opportunities for mastery and
accomplishment. In his book Self-Efficacy, Albert Bandura (1997) explains that striving
for competence is motivated by the outcomes of competent actions shaped by learning
opportunities and a sense of efficacy that develops gradually with experiences. Therefore,
self-efficacy derives from the experience of overcoming challenges. A strong sense of
self-efficacy affords perseverance in adversity, and likely leads towards success over
failure (Masten A. S., 2014). Completing various 4-H projects presented appropriate
challenges, accompanied by positive emotions at completion. In the long term they
fostered my resilience by increasing my self-efficacy and providing positive adult
interactions through these opportunities. Together, these positive experiences allowed me
to create and believe in the concept of Good Bonnie.
Faith
Throughout the memoir chapters, glimpses of my spiritual faith come into play.
There were definite times when I found myself questioning or angry towards God.
However, I always found peace and tranquility in my beliefs. Masten notes that
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“resilience is associated with hope, optimism, faith, and belief that life has meaning” (p.
164). I agree. In my own times of suffering I seemed to view it through a lens of
meaning, or purpose. In the end, I feel that faith was a transformative epiphany that
afforded me the strength to ultimately break free from the chains of drugs.
Microsystems and Macrosystems
Individual adaptive systems are influenced through continual interaction and
exposure across the environments of family, school, community, and neighborhood.
Bronfenbrenner (1979) developed Ecological Systems Theory, which identified five
levels of environmental factors which impacted individual growth and development (see
Figure 8.2). The relation of these systems to resilience is a newer concept in resilience
research.

Figure 8.2. Bronfrenbrenner Model of Ecological Systems. (Bronfrenbrenners Ecological Systems Theory, 2014)
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Relationships and experiences within and across these systems provide valuable
larger resources to foster individual resources. However, I think taking note of the
process through which one learns to navigate the unwritten rules of boundaries within
these systems may offer new ideas towards fostering individual resilience.
For example, now that I am an adult and have a more concrete view of the
situation, it is obvious to me that I was raped. This is what is called gray rape. The term
refers to sexual encounters that are in a gray area between consent and denial, where
neither party is really sure of what the other person wanted. It was easy to feel ashamed. I
knew I shouldn’t have been at that party. I knew I shouldn’t have been drinking, so in a
way I felt like it was my fault since I put myself in such a terrible situation. Instead of
saying no, I froze and said nothing. Silence does not equal consent, nor does being too
drunk. I always blamed myself, since I didn’t say anything. If I had a stronger ability to
process boundaries, I may have been able to think ahead and communicate my needs
before finding myself in a complicated and downright scary situation.
When we are vulnerable and have low self-esteem, we will do almost anything in
the hopes that someone will like us. I think this is even more common for girls that seek
attention from guys. I so desired to be loved and cared for by a guy. Therefore, I was
willing to do almost anything for male attention. I also thought if I could party like they
did, they would like me. All I ever did was hurt myself. I had no sense of personal
boundaries. Now when I look back, I can clearly see how I allowed these guys to take
advantage of me. When young people have a strong sense of how to define and
communicate healthy personal boundaries it will promote long-term resilience.
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My Resilience
How do we know when an individual is resilient? While behavioral studies tend
to focus on symptoms and outcomes related to mental health, developmental studies
focus on an individual adaptation in relation to age appropriate tasks or expectations as
stereotypically determined by society. Erik Erikson (1963, 1968) explored these age
appropriate tasks in the context of identity formation. These salient development tasks
(see Figure 8.3) are essential milestones geared toward judging how an individual is
doing as a particular age. Young children are quite oblivious to the judgments
surrounding this society driven criteria, however, adolescents are typically aware and
tend to even evaluate themselves according to their personal competence regarding these
tasks (Masten A. S., 2014).
My goal in resilience research is to uncover the possibilities of efforts proven to
strengthen and foster adaptation. While many of Masten’s resilience factors above
resonate with my story, they cannot provide an absolute formula as individual cases are
vastly unique.
My final realization that I needed to change my life is consistent with Masten’s
description of a late bloomer. Attending post-secondary while technically a high school
student presented just the window of opportunity I needed. Soon after the freedom to
move away presented another window of opportunity and solidified the emergence of
resilience as I blossomed as a late bloomer. According to Masten, “The phenomenon of
“late-bloomers” in resilience may reflect the late surge of capacity for self-reflections and
planning, combined with the opportunities that societies may offer for finding a new path
in the transition to adulthood” (Masten A. S., 2014, p. 159). Not only do late bloomers
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exhibit a surge or strong desire to change, they also delight with pride transcending from
the active choice of making the change (Masten A. S., 2014). This notion resonates
closely with my story. Clearly, I had a strong motivation to change and indeed I am very
proud of the choice I made.

Figure 8.3. Salient Development Tasks

My memoir presents a single-case account of resilience. Single case, personfocused models of resilience, according to Masten, although difficult for generalizability,
provide a rich variety and complexity of human life. Single case studies typically
highlight “late bloomers”, who turn their life around in the transition to adulthood, during
a period of development which offers a window of opportunity provided by advanced
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schooling or training, military service, job opportunities, positive romantic relationships,
involvement in a religious organization, or the legal freedom to move and take
ownership of life (Masten A. S., 2014). Sharing one’s story appears to be therapeutic
form of gaining control of past traumatic experiences. Resilience persists, but fluctuates
and does not guarantee a smooth course through life (Masten A. S., 2014)
In my situation I had several precedent protective factors such as positive adult
relationships, strong self-efficacy and motivation, good problem solving capabilities, and
faith that operated at different strengths (see Figure 8.4) but all promoted strong
resilience. While I did not have every protective factor on Masten’s short list, those that I
did have were quite prominent. While this equation worked for me, other resilient
individuals may have a different equation of prominent factors.

Positive Adult
Relationships
Motivation/Self-efficacy
Faith
Intelligence/Problem
Solving Skills
Self-Control
Effective Schools

Figure 8.4. Prominent Protective Factors in My Life
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Resilience is not a trait, but rather multiple characteristics associated with stronger
adaptation (Masten A. S., 2014). Whether an individual succeeds or fails, first depends on
the criteria for determining success, as discussed above. In order for resilience to be
visible, adversity must also occur. One cannot exhibit resilience if there are not
challenges to overcome. How resilient an individual may be depends on the protective
factors.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion- Putting It All Together
Now, several years after the events described in the memoir chapters, I have
become a teacher. In this position, I have the ability to utilize my understanding of
Adverse Childhood Experiences and the effects of brain development and executive
function. One such use is creating effective and compassionate behavior interventions.
These interventions both affect my students and continue to shape me.
Based on my retrospective understanding and theoretical education, I created and
administered a hybrid behavior intervention program for Tier 2 students as categorized by
the Positive Behavior Interventions Supports (PBIS) (Lindsey, 2008). This curriculum
was implemented at an elementary school in the metropolitan area of Minnesota. The
hybrid intervention program I designed included Collaborative Problem Solving, Coping
Skills development, goal setting and boundaries awareness, intertwined with metacognitive processing, in addition to the existing PBIS structure. I choose these because
they were in my opinion the best resources for assessing and strengthening executive
function skills.
This particular inner city Elementary school is known for high referral, detention and
suspension rates. My belief is the high level of explosive and survival-based behaviors at
this school is directly related to level of trauma and ACEs that these students have faced.
I relied on my experience from previous efforts to reach survival based students and to
combat the effects of ACEs in formal education settings.
If we tentatively accept the research and experiences discussed in previous
chapters, then students who have experienced high levels of ACEs have probably
developed cognitive differences as a result of being in survival mode. In addition, they
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have not developed the ability process meta-cognitively. Studies such as, Masten’s
(2012) and Shonkoff’s (2012) show that trauma and ACEs are correlated with a lack of
brain development, specifically of the prefrontal cortex. If resilience and self-efficacy are
indeed related to executive function, then it would make sense for behavior interventions
to be designed to aim at improving executive function skills.
There is more at stake for the students at my school than classroom discipline and
grades. Published studies reveal a growing understanding of the relationships between
toxic stress, brain development, health, learning, and behavior in the early years (Masten,
2012). Because of these interrelated factors, interventions that reduce adversity can also
strengthen physical and mental health (Greenberg, 2006). The intervention then, should
result an increase of a survival based student’s level of overall health as well as resilience
and self-efficacy, and reduce the explosive behaviors the student exhibits in the
classroom.
Survival based students are likely to exhibit explosive behavior in the classroom
and require specific behavior interventions in attempt to correct the behavior. Traditional
discipline has not been effective for these students, though. Greene (2010) claims that
behavior challenges result in students who lack the skills to act appropriately and achieve
in school. Greene described his philosophy that students who act out require caring adults
who will help them determine the lagging skills they must develop to become strong
achievers, rather than traditional discipline. Based on these ideas, which overlap
significantly with the resilience research, I sought to incorporate this model of
collaborative problem solving into my classroom intervention.
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Collaborative Problem Solving
There are three main components to the Collaborative Problem Solving program,
as designed by Greene (2008). First, the Assessment of Lagging Skills and Unsolved
Problems (ALSUP) identified lagging skills and unsolved problems. Second, the Plan B
Flowchart helped keep track of the unsolved problems currently being worked on and
where each student was in the process of solving them. Third, the Plan B Cheat Sheet
provided key components to keep in mind while doing Plan B.

Process Steps, Overview and Timeline
September
1. Students were identified by means of the prior year SWIS (School Wide Information
System) data, observation, and consultation with other classroom teachers. Students did
not qualify if they were already receiving Special Education support.
2. After students were identified as candidates for CPS, a parent permission slip and
ALSUP were sent home. Parents were also called to have a conversation about the goals
of CPS and begin the home connection piece. Nineteen fourth and fifth grade student
participated in the program.
3. Classroom teachers also completed and ALSUP to provide their perspective.
October
4. Students began the CPS group time with an interview and getting to know you time.
They were then given a composition notebook to use as a personal journal.
5. Once all ALSUP forms had been collected, students identified 3 main behavioral goals
to focus on, collaboratively with me. These 3 goals were then documented in the Plan B
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Flowchart. The flowchart was then shared with the parent and classroom teachers to
ensure a collaborative approach. The students wrote their 3 big goals in their journal.
6. Overview of the Goal Setting process and SMART goals was covered with the
students. Students set additional life goals for 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years out and begin
to understand that the 3 behavioral goals are steps towards the long-term goals and in
addition- we began working on daily and weekly goals as steps towards our 3 main
behavioral goals.
7. Each student began journaling daily and weekly goals relative to their 3 main goals and
completed bi-weekly check-ins and reflections. The point sheet was used to track weekly
short-term goals and progress.
November
8. Bi-weekly small group sessions focused on student’s goal process, choices,
suggestions for success, and skills for improvement and incorporated “Coping Power”
strategies. The Coping Power strategies helped students to develop and improve skills
such as, anger management, problem solving, impulse control, friendship skills, etc. The
Coping Power Program is a preventive intervention delivered to at-risk children in the
late elementary school and early middle school years. Coping Power is based on an
empirical model of risk factors for substance use and delinquency and addresses key
factors including: social competence, self-regulation, and positive parental involvement
(Coping Power, 2006).
9. As I learned more about Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE Scores), I also
interviewed each student to determine their ACE score.
April
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10. The AULSUP was again completed in the spring, and the Plan B flowchart was
adjusted accordingly for both assessment and evaluation of progress. I compiled
individual AULSUP scores into a spreadsheet and color coded them for to make an easy
visual of progress. I refer to this color coded spreadsheet as a “heat map”.
My overall goal with this intervention was to build and administrate a behavior
intervention program for troubled students, but I learned even more about behaviors as I
worked on it. I researched and implemented tools for strengthening executive function
with students. I also gained an understanding of which elements used in this behavior
intervention program were the most effective. In was reminded that in relating to
explosive students, I may not be able to anticipate until I really get started and learn along
the way what works and doesn’t work.
The Experience in Detail
To begin, I met with the school social worker, and school psychologist in September to
discuss possibilities for program structure and confirm where our efforts would
collaborate and not overlap. We also discussed potential students and agreed on the
criterion that students must not already have an intervention in place (IEP), and lastly
narrowed my focus to fourth and fifth grade students.
Next, I reviewed the previous year’s SWIS data, conducting a search for students with
more than 50 behavioral referrals in the previous school year. I followed this up with
classroom observations and requested fourth and fifth grade teachers to identify student
candidates for the program.
Finally, in October, I began meeting with students. I began with a student
interview sheet to help get to know students and began building relationship. Students
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were told I would be meeting with them because they were identified as students who
could use some extra help outside the classroom because they struggled to manage
behavior. Students were sent home a parent permission form and ALSUP. Phone calls
home to explain program were also made. I was very surprised at how difficult it was to
get the signed form back; some students took up to 6 weeks to return it. I think the
general assumption was parents felt as though this was a form of special education
assessment because of the ALSUP. Phone calls explaining otherwise to parents seemed to
help in persuading parents. Only one student was a solid “No” in the program. I had
fifteen students in the program: eight 4th graders and seven 5th graders, eight boys, and
seven girls.
I provided the students with composition notebooks, which served as journals.
Each student filled out long term/short-term goal sheets. Each student had three
ALSUP’s, which were conducted to gain an understanding of student behavior. I
completed during observations of students during classroom learning, another from a
parent's, third, classroom teachers also completed ALSUPs. Individually, I compiled and
reviewed the three ALSUP questionnaires with each student, and simultaneously filled in
the Plan B Flowchart as the students helped to isolate three major problems areas which
translated to main goals they wanted to focus on. After confirming these goals areas with
the classroom teachers, more specific information in regards to solving these problems
was gathered. Students also gave input and ultimately, a collaborative problem was
developed.
By November of the school year, my relationships with the students seemed to be
developing well and becoming very beneficial to their success, they were eager to select
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goals each week. Students selected three goals for the week and earned a Yes or a No if
they met the goal for the day. Goals included being respectful, prepared, listening, and
not being disruptive. About half of the students were able to earn success with this
system. In November the system was changed to a scale of 1 to 5 points possible for the
day in regards to the goals. This helped for students who had a bad moment during the
day to be able to get back on track for the rest of the day—therefore making the reward
more attainable.
Typical bi weekly meetings consisted of the students coming in a small group of 2
or 3 to my room. We would start by looking at the goals in the journal and the students
would share with me how their day was going. Next, we would have a brief lesson from
the Coping Power program. These lessons were usually about anger management,
relationship skills, organizational skills, or impulse control. While the students would
complain about having to do any writing, they seemed to enjoy these lessons. To finish
our session we would revisit their weekly goals and discuss what they would need to do
to achieve them. Last, I often wrote a brief motivational message in their journal and sent
them back to class.
This schedule worked well unless the students came late, and the next group came
early, or the days when students needed a bit longer to talk. Having more than three
students at a time would get distracting. The students would also be less authentic and
limited their answers when there were too many people in the group.
Friday was reward and reset day. Students would come in, glue in a new goal
sheet for the upcoming week and select their goals. If they earned a reward, they would
receive it then. In the beginning I would tell students what the Friday reward (special
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treat, reward time, movie, etc) would be at the start of the week in hopes that they would
have something to look forward to and get excited for. However, in January, I began
keeping the Friday reward as a surprise.
Another innovation was when I tried having the girls come to reward time
together. I was hoping to build community among the girls, and it allowed time to discuss
items that were more comfortable discussing without boys. We did our nails and this
seemed to go well. This worked well enough, in fact, that we started a boy’s group too.
For boy’s time we usually built something like catapults; this was great fun. However,
three or four of the students did not participate because the teachers would not let them
come at the designated time.
Through this process I revealed that executive function skills can indeed be
improved through intervention, even though each individual responds differently.
Implementing this intervention was both challenging and rewarding for me. Dividing my
attention between teaching science and administering this behavior program was
challenging and stressful. I found that it was difficult to switch gears mentally from one
to the other. The behavior students easily called for my time and my attention. I wanted
to give them as much of my time as I could which made it very difficult to say no. Soon I
was spending my lunchtime, breaks, and each available moment in effort to help these
students. It was exhausting. When the students had a difficult day, it was hard for me not
to take personal responsibility for it.
If I were to conduct a similar version again I would hope my attention could be
fully towards the interventions, and not split between other duties. I would also stress to
the classroom teachers the importance of their full support and “buy in” of the program.
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Consistency is crucial in a program like this, and proves to be beneficial for struggling
students. The intervention program seemed to produce the best results when the
classroom teacher was the most supportive. If the classroom teacher didn’t fully “buy in”
to the program, or was inconsistent with sending the students for check-ins with me, their
success was hindered.
This intervention ultimately affected the students, as well as my own development
as a teacher. The behavior intervention program directly impacted the students who
participated. I feel strongly that this program was helpful and beneficial to the students
and the classroom behaviors as a method of interrupting unwanted behaviors in the
classroom. The school was delighted to see the program results and now would like to
offer more intervention programs like it.
For the most part, the intervention was effective. However, there were a times
when the intervention did not work at all. For example, when a student might slip and
have a bad day early in the week and then they would either brag that they didn’t care
about whatever the reward activity was, or they would throw a fit and have an awful
week if they knew early on they had blown their chances of earning a reward. Keeping
the reward a secret seemed to work much better for these students. Friday reward
activities would be computer time, building or making something like catapults, doing
nails for girls, ice cream sundaes, etc. My favorite reward time was when we made
catapults and the students and I shot mini-marshmallows at each other.
Through this experience I have learned students who have experienced high level
of ACEs tend to demonstrate a deficit in executive function and self-regulation, and as a
result exhibit explosive behaviors in the classroom. As a teacher we must work within the
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realm of the school day, we cannot control what traumas the students may face at home.
However, we can promote executive function and self-regulation in the classroom
through interventions that focus on addressing student needs through not continuing a
cycle of trauma but rather giving metacognitive support and coping power to students.

Conclusion
In the beginning of this dissertation, I asked:
How can I, as a teacher and as a student who has experienced adverse traumatic
experiences, understand and improve student behavior, executive function, and
resilience?
o How do my experiences as teacher and student impact my understanding
of students with behavior problems?
o How did I become a resilient learner and how does that affect how I
interact with students as a teacher?
o Can negative classroom behaviors be decreased through an intervention
intended to improve the executive function in students?
o How do interventions influence student learning in a classroom setting?
How did the impact of the adverse experiences I encountered relate to the
explosive behaviors I exhibited?
I have endeavored to answer these questions through demonstrating my own life
in memoir. The beauty of autoethnography is the self-reflexive nature through which the
researcher engages with the research. This process of inquiry has produced for me the
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opportunity to make sense of my own experience, while also reaching out to others.
Through provoking my own deep and troubling emotions, I have resolved to seek not
only understanding, but the opportunity to provide some answers and help to others.
This project has, in essence, been developing for my entire life. In Chapter 3 I
offer up my earliest memories of trauma to give an understanding of how Adverse
Childhood Experiences can possibly impact a child’s body internally. With that memoir
section serving as a springboard, Chapter 4 covers theoretical perspectives on how
childhood adversity and trauma impact the body and physically alter the brain
architecture.
In Chapter 5, I narrate my struggle with Executive Functions in childhood, such
as: decision making, working memory, self regulation (emotional and cognitive), and
impulse control. Building on Chapter 3 and 4, Adverse Childhood Experiences and
trauma can directly impact this aspect of brain development. In Chapter 6 I describe the
research and exploring strategies for assessing executive function difficulties. Then, I
apply those strategies in effort to analyze the executive skills that were displayed or
lacking in my life.
I highlight the struggles of finding my way as a teenager, including resorting to
substance abuse as a form of self-medication in Chapter 7. However, this section ends
when I ultimately showed great resilience and overcame my situation. In Chapter 8, I
review literature surrounding resilience, and apply it to these memories from my teenage
years. In doing so, I isolate the protective factors which were true for my life and
essential for my personal story of resilience.
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Finally, I put everything together by sharing reflections of myself now in the role
of an educator, implementing a behavior intervention for students whose life situations
resemble those of my own. These interventions afforded the opportunity to apply the
theory and understanding derived in earlier chapters, and offer hope that more students
can be provided the tools for resilience.

Implications
Most people who implement behavior interventions are unlikely to have
experienced high levels of trauma, if any at all. This leads to the power behind this
autoethnographic piece. I examine trauma, executive function and resilience, and apply it
directly to an educational setting with the awareness of my own experience. Being a
reflexive subject permits me to interweave my role as a researcher and participant.
However, this approach does not have to end with me and my personal gains. The
method of writing autoethnographically leads to the natural invitation of readers to be a
part of the study—to reflect, to absorb, and to take away a better understanding of
situations that they may not have experienced themselves, but their students may not be
able to fully express. At the very least, I hope educators can become aware of how
important it is to evaluate more than a student’s work.
In the classroom, it seems that students are exhibiting difficulty more and more
prominently. As educators, we are charged with assessing students’ academic abilities,
but why not executive functional abilities? It seems as though these are closely
connected. What if traditional education moved into a paradigm shift of encompassing
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therapeutic development alongside academics? How might the achievement gap be
affected if students were educated on strengthening their reading and writing skills, but
also their self-regulation skills? As an educator I have very little influence on what
happens in a student’s life beyond my classroom. However, I can look critically at the
bigger picture in the student’s life. I want to know what is going on at home, and what a
child has experienced because it will help me understand why a child might be acting the
way they are.
For those educators moved by this piece, there are some resources. Of course,
they can adapt the methods that I implemented in my behavior intervention described in
Chapters Two and Nine. Additionally, Knight (2007) developed a three-dimensional
resilience framework (emotional competence, social competence and futures-oriented) as
a universal tool to explore and describe the concept of resilience for educators. Knight
(2007) explained emotional competence as the ability to have an internal locus of control,
sense of humor and positive self-esteem. Having social competence meant that a student
would have the ability to engage in healthy communication, benefit from supportive
relationships and was able to have empathy towards others. Knight (2007, p. 548)
suggested that a student who is futures-oriented was able to have a “clear sense of
purpose and feeling that one’s life has meaning; sense of optimism; being able to engage
in problem solving and critical reflection; and have the ability to be flexible and adaptive
in new situations.”
This study provides insight for other educators in understanding, relating, and
implementing interventions to help students who may be exhibiting executive function
difficulty. I hope that they take the next steps.
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Limitations
There are several limitations to this investigation, as with all research. First, while
this is an autoethnography and provides a powerful individual example, transferability is
difficult because the study is a sample of one, and highly limited by demographic factors.
In addition, while the neuroscience presented earlier resonates with me and my life, it is
not my field of expertise, nor can it be considered absolute as even hard sciences are
constantly morphing and redefining.
Future Research
While my experience here offers a glimpse, further investigation is needed to
thoroughly understand the connections between executive function and resilience. Can
interventions indeed “rewire” the brain’s executive function? This study can be treated as
exploratory, opening the way for further research.
Based on my findings here and experiences in the classroom, I also recommend
and intend to pursue further research into the role of boundaries and how children process
them in relation to resilience. In Chapter Eight, I briefly touch upon this subject in
relation to my own resilience. Yet, further work is needed. How does one learn to set and
uphold boundaries? How does one learn to navigate the grey area between boundaries
that are rigid and nonexistent? How do children learn when bending the rules is
permitted? For instance, if hitting is never ok, then how do we allow boxing? While this
is an extreme example, our complex societies produce a massive grey area between the
rigid lines we draw. Yet how do we teach young people to process and navigate this
notion? How does these boundaries processes relate to executive function?
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I also encourage research on the relationship between animal therapy and
resilience, which I also briefly mention in Chapter Eight. I firmly believe the interaction
between humans and animals helps with resilience, specifically in the classroom. I have
begun to investigate this relationship just this year, through adding a rabbit to my
classroom. The rabbit is litter trained and is at times allowed to hop around the
classroom. The interaction between the students and this animal has been phenomenal.
Students who previously exhibited explosive behaviors, now are better able to selfregulate as they desire to complete their work to spend time with the animal. Researchers
in this field must now ask: What is the connection between self-regulation and the
presence of animals? After all, the animals in my classroom require students to be calm,
and gentle, and control impulses. Could animals be used in conjunction with behavior
interventions to strengthen self-regulation?
Intervention efforts may also benefit from an analysis of multiple areas of
competency. Not only does this serve to provide the individual with identified areas of
strength, but it also fosters awareness of potential vulnerabilities. As discussed in this
study, overall mental health may be potentially vulnerable to life stress. Future directions
in terms of this investigation could include design modifications to identify specific
aspects of the processes associated with resilience. Assessing both the kind of stressful
events and symptoms with greater specificity may prove informative.
Beyond this one, few studies have assessed interventions geared specifically
towards improving executive function as protective moderators within the construct of
resilience. The results of the behavior interventions identify that both executive functions
and social skills development serve as decreasing classroom behavior infractions,
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although perhaps not uniformly or always in the expected direction. The utility of this
executive function strengthening as behavioral intervention sources, if taken with an
awareness of ACES’s does indeed provide capacity to foster positive adaptation in the
context of high-risk.
Final Reflections
This study reflects the larger path of my development from a “bad kid” to a
teacher. Through slowly learning the mega-cognitive skills of executive function, I have
come to a point wherein I can self-reflexively look back at my life of adversity and
resilience, up to this point, and create something positive from it.
Through my education and career, I learned to create boundaries, to trust again,
and to verbalize my frustration by expressing my feelings instead of deferring to the use
of verbal banter. I have found this process to be both therapeutic and enlightening. As I
have strived toward healing, understanding and a healthier life the relationships with my
immediate family have also become stronger. The steps taken toward becoming resilient,
though sometimes small, were necessary in order to move to living an improved life.
Moreover, the significance of taking steps did not warrant self- pity, but focused on my
new-found independence.
This empowerment has allowed me to impact students and family members alike
who have sought ways out of poverty and abuse. Once I found that I had a purpose and
my life had meaning, I became optimistic about what life had to offer. Even the bumps on
the way to attaining my professional career and educational goals allowed me to problem
solve and reflect critically on the steps I needed to take next. At times, it required that I
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be more flexible or encourage me to be more adaptive to a new scenario. I was futureoriented.
I challenge you, like constantly I challenge myself, to stop blaming the individual
and seek ways to improve.
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